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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
I 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia-tion tion 
Length _____ _ l meter __________________ m foot (or mile) ___ . _____ ft. (or mi.) Time __ . _____ t second ________ _________ s second (or hour) _______ sec. (or hr.) Force ________ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound _____ lb. 
PoweL ______ P horsepower (metric) _____ 
----------
horsepower ___ ________ hp. 
Speed _______ V {kilometers per hour ______ k.p.h. miles per hOUL _______ m.p.h. meters per second ____ ___ m.p.s. feet per second. _______ f.p.s. 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 
m/s2 or 32.1740 ft./sec. 2 
l-V Mass=-g 
Moment of inertia=mP. (Indicate axis of 
ramus of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
v, Kinematic viscosity 
p, Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg_m·4_s2 at 
15° C. and 760 mm; or 0.002378 lb.-ft.-' sec.2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kgjm3 or 
0.07651 lb. /cu. ft. 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 
Aspect ratio 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure=~p V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient CL=:S 
Drag, absolute coefficient CD = ~ 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient ODO= ~s 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient ODi=~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient CD = DS'P 
'P q 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient 0 0 = q~ 
Resultant force 
\ 
Q, 
n, 
Vl p-;, 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 
ljne) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds Number, where l is a linear dimension 
(e.g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
m.p.h. normal pressure at 15° C., the cor-
responding number is 234,000; or for a model 
of 10 cm chord, 40 m.p.s., the corresponding 
number is 274,000) 
Center-of-pressure coefficient (ratio of distance 
of c.p. from leading edge to chord length) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute ~measured from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
I 
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MECHANISM OF FLUTTER 
A THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE 
FLUTTER PROBLEM 
By THEODORE TREODORSEN and 1. E. Gil RRI CK 
SUMMARY 
The results oj the basic flutt er theol'y originally devised . 
in 1934 and published as N. A. C. A. Technical Report 
No. 496 are presented in a simpler and more complete 
I jorm convenient jor jurther studies. The paper attempts 
to jacili tate the judgment oj fluttel' problems by a sy te-
matic survey oj the theoretical effects oj the various param-
etel'S. A large m'/'mber oj experiments were conducted on 
cantilever wings, with and without ailerons, in the 
N . A. C. A. high- peed wind tunnel jor the purpose oj 
verifying the theory c£nd to study its adaptability to three-
dimen ional problems . The experiments included studies 
on wing tapel' ratios, nacelle, attached floats, and exte1'nal 
bracing . The essential effect in the transition to the 
till'ee-dimen ional pl'oblem have been established. OJ 
pal'ticular intere t is the existence oj specific flutt er modes 
as di tinguished jl'om O1'dinary vibration modes . On the 
basis oj the concepts introduced, re ults that are apparently 
pamdoxical cO'nld logically be bl'ought into conjormity 
with the the01Y I n jact, it is shown thcLt there exists a 
rather remarleable agreement betu'een theoretical and 
expe1'imental result. A s'imple method is presented jor 
numerical calculations oj the flutt er speed by routine 
operation, 'I'equil'ing no rejerence to the theory. Appli-
cation i made to a complete numerical example. The 
matter oj identifying possible types oj flutter in an airplane 
and oj determining the paramete'l's is briefly di cussed. 
A section treating the subject oj jorced vibrations oj a 
wing in an ail' stream and the q1wstion oj ail' damping 
in its Telation to flutt eT is included. 
INTRODUCTION 
The theory of fiutter .- The problem of flutter is 
pa ing till· ugh a period of rapid uevelopment. Full 
cognizance i taken of the value of the theory; a simple 
or an empirical understanding of this problem is not 
available and could, at be t, be of value only to the 
inve tigator. An exact treatment of the basic flutter 
problem in two-dimensional flow, involving the im-
pOl·tant fun ctions F a.nd G l'elating to the air forces, . 
was given by Theodorsen in 1934. (ec reference 1. ) 
---~----
These functions are simple ombinations of Bessel 
functions; they have been rederived in related form 
by icala (reference 2) in 1935, by Kassner and 
Fingaclo (reference 3) in 1936, and a lso by Kus ner 
(reference 4) in 1936, who pointed out the identity of 
the functions. At about thi time, Garrick (reference 5) 
al 0 establi hed a check on the general functions F and 
G by compf1l-ing them with ex'})re ions by Wagner, 
Glauert, and von Karman and Burger for special case . 
The y tem of equation as given in the original 
paper IS 
·· ·v ···V ~ .. (A) aA+ a7JB+ aC+ (3D + (37JE+ (3pF+hG 
-2( a+~)*C(JC)Z= O 
where A, B, C, etc., are given on page 10 of reference 1. 
Z =.E.a+ !!:+( l.-a)· + T lOv (3 + TIl ~ b b 2 a 7r b 27r 
and (table 1) 
C(le) =F(lc ) +iG(lc) 
Putting 
where 
the determinant of the coefficients of iXo, (30, and ho 
becomes 
IRaa+ii aa Ra~+iIa~ Rah+il ah 
KW
2 Rba+iI ba RbB+iib~ Rbh+il bh 
Rca+ iI ca Rc~+iIc(3 RCh+iL , 
where the R's and 1's fl'l'e listed in the appendix. 
1 
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This determinan t put equal to zero contains two simul-
taneous equation, the solution of wmch determine X 
nndl /k from which the (unknowns) Dutter velocity and 
flu t ter frequency are obtained. Only the diagonal 
terms with bars contain the qu antity X. All terms 
contain or are function of 11k. 
The work of numerous inve tio-aLors, notably Becker 
and F oppl , ha shown that the tructural friction i 
mainly a function of amplitude, not of frequency. 
The tru ctural friction can be de cribecl by a force in 
phase with the velocity bu t of a magnitude proportional 
to the restoring force. With each restorino--Iorce 
term, say aO", there will be a friction term i a gIl 0", in 
which gIl i the damping coeffi cien t. The net result is 
very imply that the restoring-force terms aO", (JOfj, 
and hOh have been replnce 1 by term of the form aO" 
(l +iga ), (JCfj( l +igfj), hOh (l +ig,.) . The e friction coef-
ficients occur only in the diagonal I term of the deter-
minant. 
Technical flutter problems and the flutter param-
eters.-Experimen tal evid ence, orne of which is pre-
ent d later, ha been accumulated which indica te 
thnt, in the two-dimensional problem, the flutter speed 
can be closely predicted from the theory if the para-
meters are gi\Ten with accura cy . (In fact, it s ems that 
in ome case the flutter peed can be used to determine 
ome parameters more precisely than by a direct 
method. ) In the two-dimen ional problem of flexure-
tor ion-aileroD. flutter, abou t a dozen different quantitie 
are required to calculate the flutter peed. The 
determination of these parameter requires technical 
kill and experience and is perhaps the most difficult 
step in the solution of the flutter problem. A knowledge 
of the hmctional dependency of the flutter peed on 
each parameter i e sential in order to obtain sufficient 
accuracy in the determination of the important on s 
and to prevent waste of time on those of less i:n£luence. 
Thi need is partly the pUl·po e of the ma terial given in 
this paper. 
One of the problems in cOllllection with an actual 
airplane i the identification of the combination of 
vibration mode that may cause flut ter. In regard 
to wing flutter, in the case of flex:ure-tor ion, the itua-
tion i fairly clear. It will be ho\vn tha t normally the 
mo t important parameter i the center-of-gravity 
locntion. Thi con tant can be obtained with consider-
able aCCUl"fwy in the d sign sta ge. An accurate valu e 
of this parameter can al 0 be e:-"l)erimen tally obtained 
a the "dynamic" tor ion axi , that is, the ax] aroullCl 
which the wing, owi:ng to the low bending frequ ency , 
o cillates when put into tor ional resonance. The 
location of the ( tatic) tor ional tillness axis is much 
more difficult to calculate or to determine e:\1)erimentally 
but fortunately, as will be observed, i ts effect on the 
Du tter velocity is small . 
The internal damping coefficients are, moreover, of 
fairly mall iniLuence in flexure-torsion flutter ; these 
---~----
parameters are al 0 fairly difficul t to obtain. On the 
whole, however, it may be said that thi case of 
flu tter r.an be fairly well handled. 
Another important case, that of the combination 
flqxure-aileron, W~t hown by the original tudy 
(refer en e 1) to be an e entially dillerent type of 
fiu tter from flex:ure-torsion. Its primary characteri tic 
i that, normally, the flutter is limited to a mnge of 
speed. Below and a bove the extreme of tllis peed 
range there is aerodynamic stabili ty. A reduction of 
the sta tic moment of the aileron \\-ith respect to the 
hinge (balancino-) reduces the range ; that i , the lowel" 
limi t is rai ed and the uPPCl·limit is lowered. D amping 
in t,he tructure is found to have the arne general eIrect. 
ufficient internal friction ,vill, in fact, completely 
eliminate the danger of flutter, a will al 0 complete 
rna balance or the proper combination of both. 
Th tructural friction of a wing system, although not 
readily predictable, can be ob tained by a ground te t. 
In regard to the tail as embly, the difficulty i ome-
what greater ince it may not be easy to identify the 
most dangerou combina tion or to predict or even to 
measure the nece sary parameter, including tho 
tructural damping. It thcrefore seems that CAl t.n il l 
empirical or emiempi.rical aids will be requirecl H.n c\ 
that it will be necessary, for a time at lea t, to resort 
to flight-test method as a final a urance a ·ain t tail 
flutter. 
The tran ition to the three-dimen ional ca e of actual 
Du tter is quite complex. It i nece sary to con ider an 
aero lynamic span effect (wllich fortunately i very 
mall, see reference 6); the variation of the parameters 
along the pan; the po sibili ty of highel'-.order deflec-
tion modes; and, in certain cases, fractional span effects, 
a for partial aileron. The most promising mannel' 
of attack on such problem i by mean of the two-
dimensional treatment with the introduction of certain 
weight ftmction and avemge parameters in conjunc-
tion with a study of repro entative model of rea on-
able inlplicity, followed by a crystallization of the 
collected experience into generally applicable emi-
empirical correction factor. The pre ent paper make 
initial studies with thi purpose in mind. 
It is realized that, for high values of the flutter peed, 
a correction mu t be made for the effect of compre i-
bility. In the fir t orele !" , t llis eITect is due to a change 
in the lope of the lif t curve. The air force in the 
steady ca e are known to be incren ed !tl)pro::-..-ima tely 
in the ratio 1/ 1-1\12, wItere lvi i~ the 1/fach number. 
Consequently, a decrease in the flutter speed, roughly 
a (1_1\([2)1/4, i expected . This correction, al though 
mall thl .. ough the u ual flight range, becomes appreci-
able for speeds near sound speed. Until experimental 
verification is available, uch correction is preferable 
to non e and should be applied for high-speed airplane. 
( ee footno te 2, p. 9, for letail s.) 
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Content of paper .-A traigh tforwt1 rd cherne is pre-
sented in the first section for routine calculation of the 
flu tter peed in the two-dimen ional types; case ] , 
fl e},.lJre-torsion; ca e 2, fle:-mre-aileron; [md ase 3, 
torsion-aileron ; and in the three-degree -of-freedom 
type, flexure-tor ion-aileron. A numerical example, 
referring to a modern la1'O'e airplane, is included. 
The second section deals with a survey of the effect 
of the flu tter parameter on the cri tical veloci ty. 
The eII'ec t of changing the parameters within certain 
practical limi ts in case 1, 2, and 3 i hown by a num-
ber of char t. 
The discus ion in the third section deals wi th the 
tran i tion to a three-dimensional case, howing how n 
"repre entative" two-dimensional wing may be used 
to give the essential result . Bo th uniform and tapered 
cantilever wings are included . The que tion of the 
proba ble occurrence of hiO'her-order bending modes in 
flu tter i also di cu ed. The effect of "friction " and 
"coupling" are especially pronounced in hiO'hel'-order 
(lu tter . 
It i pointed out that the deflection mode occurring 
in flu tter i quite different from that of the tatic 
t:ondition and that the lowe t bendinO' frequency 
involved in flu t ter is greater than that of the lowest 
ordinary nbration mode. A new concept of flutter, 
that the mode ari ing in flu tter is uch that the flu tter 
peed i a minimum, is then introduced. In othcr 
,,-ord , if all primary vari able including friction could 
be included in the analy i , the actual mode would be 
determined from all possible modes as the one givD1g 
the minimum critical speed . Tills concept is useful in 
explainin g cer tnin otheJ'wi e pnrncloxi cal , experimental 
fncts. The extreme diffi culty of a direct nnn lytic 
,l ttaek on the general case, evcn if all Lhe p1ly .. ie'1 1 
parameter were specifl ecl , justifies the a(lap til1" of thc 
two-dimensional treatmen t upplemented by empil'icnl 
information ob tained on actu al wings . In fact, as will 
la tel' be shown, the corrections arc small. 
Almost 100 separate experimen t were condu cted 
in the -fo t high-speed tunnel. The four th ectioll 
deals wi th the experimen tal te ts and result. Abou t 
one-half of these tests per tain to flu tter of winO's in 
Hexure-torsion; the re t per tain to aileron flut ter . 
an tilever wings of aluminum and of built-up wood 
cons tru ction were u ed. The test were performed on 
a conveniently large cale, most of the wings having a 
chord of 1 foot an 1 a span of abou t 7 feet. The air 
peeds ranged from 50 to abou t 300 miles per hour . 
A number of safety device had to be employed to 
prevent the ruin of the tunnel equipmen t . 
A section is included showing the theoretical flects 
I of the air damping on the forced vibrations of a two-dimen ional wing ystem . This study leads to a more 
comprehensive understanding of the flu t ter condition, 
since it studie not only the cri tical speed bu t also the 
approach to this peed. A number of fiO'ure are pre-
sented that how the nature of the response curve in 
both one and two degree of freedom. It is per'hap 
----------- ---- ----
wor th mentioning that von cblippe (reference 7) has 
employed an experimental i ligh t method for deter-
mining the cri tical flutter speed, which i based upon 
the use of an impre sed al ternating excitDlg force. 
The practical value of experiment of thi. nature is 
yet mewhat doubtful ince the flu tter usually comes 
on rather explosively . In any ca e, the theoretical 
resul t arc of intere t because they indicate the critical 
frequency a well a the O'l'owth of the maximum 
1'c ponse a the cri tical speed is approached . 
METHOD FOR RO UTI E CALCULATIO OF FLUTTER 
SPEED 
The calcula tion of tho flu ttOl' peed C,lll be redu ced 
to a routine procedlll'e by the follo\\-ing scheme. Noth-
illg more in volved ari es tlwn the calcula tion of the 
numerical yalue of double nnd triple determinan ts. 
Given are a maximum of even original parameters 
K, Ta2, a, X a, Tfl, X~ , c, from \\-hich urc (orn1e L the 1 con-
St<1ll t tal , A a2 , A ll \) A1l2 ' etc., defined a follows: 
Aal=~f+(1 +a2) 
11l2=;[ -2p-(1- a )T1J 
AIl3=~ (T l + T IO ) 
7r 
A Xa hl=- - a 
/( 
B =~- !T 
II I K 7r 1 
01l3=0 
1 0"1=- +1 
K 
----~ 
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These constant are obtained from the original varia-
bles and from the T table (table 2) given at the end of 
the report. 
Another set of quantities Ra" , f a", etc., will be 
needed; their expressions are as follows: 
20 
RCh=- O"I-T 
1 
f Ch = 7C2F 
The e i.x: quantitie are derived from the constants 
already given and from two additional quantitie F and 
0, which are functions of 11k. The quantity 11k is, 
in reality, the independent variable in the problem. 
The quantitie F and 0 occur in the forms 2F, 2FI1c2, 
and 201le; their values are given in table 1 for differen t 
value of l /le. In ord r to facilitate the calculation of 
the e quantities, the parts depending on 11k are given 
in table 3 and 4. 
Additional constants involved are the frequencies 
n", rl{3 , and nh, defined under the scheme for each ca e, 
and three damping con tants g", g{3, and gh' Generally 
all these con tants are not simultan eously needed. 
The four cases will next be solved . 
Case I.- The problem is given by two quadratic 
equations, for convenience referred to a the "real" 
and the "imaginary" equations. The coefficients of 
each arc given in the calculation scheme pre en ted in 
the following section. The coefficient of the first t erm 
in each equation involves the con tants ga and g" , the 
coefficient of internal friction or structural damping, 
which are given as original constants. The coefficient 
of the second term of each equation involves the g's 
and the R's and 1's, just defined . The con tant term 
in each of the equations is obtained by the schematic 
arrangement hown in the calculation cheme; it i 
made up from certain constants AI, B l, 0 1, and D l 
together with the quantities 2F, ' 2Flle~, and 2011c. The 
quantitie AI, BI, 0 1, and D l are imp Ie determinants 
built up from the con tant A a 1, etc. 
The coefficients of the two equations must be calcu-
lated for a fixed value of l lle; the e coefficients are then 
L~ __ 
substituted into the equations and the solu tion, that 
is, the value of X , i found. The real equation u ually 
has two solutions, and the imaginary equation usually 
has one. The values of X, or preferably of ..j X, are 
then plotted against 11k, and the procedure is repeated 
until continuous curves representing the two equations 
are obtained. (Attained judgment or the knowledge 
of the solution of similar cases may considerably reduce 
the labor involved becau e it is then possible to choo e 
reasonable values of 11k at the start. For wings and 
ailerons, l lle is usually less than 5, very often around 
1 or 2.) The point of intersection of the two curves 
repre ents the flutter point. Read off the values of 
X and 11k. The flu tter peed is then given by the 
expreSSlOn 
Case 2.- The coefficient of the first term in each of 
the two quadratic equations again involves the con -
stants of internal friction g{3 and gh' The coefficient of 
the second term is built up as in case 1. The con tant 
term is built up likewise. Proceed as outlined for 
ca e l. The critical speed is then 
w"b 1 1 
v=--~ ,~ le,lx 
where l lle and X are the value at the intersection point 
of the curves representing the real and the imaoinary 
equation, respectively . There are usually two critical 
speeds . 
Case 3.- Case 3 requires a more laborious calculation 
of the con tant terms; otherwise, the procedure i the 
, SlLme as for cases 1 and 2. The flutter peed is given by 
r"w"b 1 1 v=------
K k ,Ix 
Three degrees of freedom.- T he case of Lhrce degree 
of freedom requires the solu tion of two third-degree 
equations in X. The con tants of Lh e fu'st, the econd, 
and the third terms are readily recognized as containing 
only quantities already used under ca es 1, 2, and 3. 
The expressions for the constant term of the two 
equation, DR and DI, involve three-row determinants 
but can be obtained by straigh tforward calcula tion 
for eaeh value of l /le. The point or point of inter-
section of the two curves representing the equations 
are again representative of the critical speed, which i 
given by 
_ ________ ~_J 
MECHANISM OF FLUTTER 
CA LCU LATION SCHEME 
Case 1 (h, a ).-
Real equation: 
Coefficient of X Z: rl"rla (l - g"ga) 
Coefficient of X: rl,,(Raa- g,.iaa) + rla(R c,,-gal c") 
2G 2F Con tant: l\d"IR= A1 + B1T+ Ilc2 
Imnginary equation: 1 
Coefficient of X 2: rl"rlaCg,, + ga) 
oefficient of X: rl"(R aag"+ I aa)+ rl,,,(Rc,,ga+ l c") 
Constant: M/=~(Dl+ G?I;-BI2F) 
BI =I~:I' ~c-}+ a) I+G __ a)j ~Ct+a) ~~ : I 
G
1
= _1-C{-+a) A"II_jAaz - C-}+a) I 
1 G"I Ga2 1 
I
A
"I- A a2 -1 G-+ a) I 
G"I - 0 a2 
Case 2.-
Real equation: 
_1'/(w a) 2 X -- -
K W 
Coefficient of X 2 : rltlrl"Cl - gtlgll) 
oefficient of X: rltlCRc"- gtll c,,)+ rl,,CR btl - g,J btl) 
- 1 ( - 1 ) 2G 2F Con tant: M 2R= A 2+ A 2p+ B 2+ B2p T+G2k! 
Imaginary equation: 
oefficient of X Z: rltlrl"Cgtl+ g,,) 
Coefficient of X : rltlCR c"gtl+ l ch)+ rl"CR btlg,,+ I btl) 
1 1 ote that when the fri ction coeffi cients g are zero, a factor 11k ca B bc canoclcd out 
of all terms in all imaginary eq uations. 
D.,= _IBtl2 BilII 
- Gf32 G," 
Case 3 (a, tl) .-
Real equation: 
rl,, = l 
w"b 1 1 v----
- K k X 
Coefficient of X 2: rlarlf3( l - gagtl) 
CocfFwicnt of X: rla(R btl- gal btl)+ rltl(Raa- gtll aa) 
- 1 ( - 1 ) 2G Constant: A13R= A 3+ A 3p + B3+ B3J2i T 
Imaginary equation: 
Coefficient of X 2 : rl"Jltl(ga+ gtl) 
Coefficient of X: rl",(R bBga+ I btl) S2tl (R aagtl+ I aa) 
1 [ - 1 ( - 1 )2G Con tant: l\d"/= 7c D3+ D3J2i + G3+ G3·p T 
-(B3+ B;p) 2FJ 
5 
_~J 
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c3=-(t - a) 
r"w"b 1 1 v--- --
- ,r; k ,IX 
-( t + a) A/ll 
T I2 
211" 
-a+a) A/ll 
TI 2 
211" 
Three degrees of freedom with friction.-
Real equu tion: 
Coefficien t of X 3; Q"Q/l QI/ (l - g"g/l- g/lg'l- g"g,,) 
Coefficient of X2; Q"Q/l [(l - g"g/l)R ch - (g,, + g/l) I e"] + Q/l Sl,, [(l - g/lg,,)R a,,- (g/l+ gh) I a,,] 
+ Q"Q"[ (l - g,,g,,)R b/l- (gh+g,,) I h/l] 
Imaginary equation: 
Coefficient of X 3; Q"Q/lQIl (g"+ g/l+ g,,+g,,g/lg,,) 
Coefficient of X 2; Sl"Q/l [(l - g"g/l) I ch + (g,,+g/l)R c,,]+ Q/lQh[(l - g/lg,,) I a,,+ (YB+ gh)R n,,] 
+ QhQ"[ (l - g,,g,,) I b/l+ (gh + g,,)R b/l] 
Aal All I A"l 
R = - B al B (J ' B hl 
Oal 0 (J1 Ohl 
Aal A(J3 Alii Aa2 A (J A'II 
R = Bal B (J3 B "I + B a2 B {J2 B lil 
Oal 0 (J3 Oli l Oa2 0 (J2 Olil 
Aal A (J I - (t + a) 
s=- B al B (J1 T I2 - (t-a) 2 71" 
- -- - --
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- (t + a) A (J I AliI Aal - (t + a) AliI 
T l2 
~ 71" 
l' 1'12 B (J1 B hl -~ Bal B lil 2 71" 2 71" 
/'I 
Oal 0 (J1 1 1 Olll Olil Oal 1 Vh1 1 
Aal A Il3 - (t+a) - . (t + a) A Il2 AliI Aa2 A Il2 - (t + a) A"2 - (t + a) 
s = B al B Il3 TI2 + 
Tl2 B (J2 B ill + B a2 BIl2 T I2 + TIO B <>2 1'12 
. 271" '271" 2 71" 71" 2 71" 
Oal O IlJ 1 1 Crn Olil Oa2 OP2 1 0«2 1 
- (t+a) A Il3 A"I 
+ct-a) T l2 BIl3 Bh! 271" 
1 0 83 Oh1 
Aal A Il2 - ct + a) Aa2 A (J I - (t + a) - (t + a) A Il I A"I - (t + a) 
T = B «l B (J2 T l2 + B «2 B il l Tl2 + TI 2 B (J I B ill + (t - a) T I2 2 71" 2 71" 2 71" 2 71" 
Oal 0112 1 0 <>2 Oll l 1 1 0 (J1 0,,1 1 
A «I - (t + a) Ahl Aa2 - ct +a) AliI 
+TIO B al T l2 B hl + Til B a2 
T I2 B lil 
71" 271" £.71" '2 71" 
Oal 1 Ohl 0,,2 1 0,,1 
- (t + a) A Il3 A'II Aa2 A fl3 - (t + a) 
T=- T I2 B Il3 B hl B ,,2 B fl3 T I2 -2 71" '2 71" 
1 0113 0/11 Oa2 0113 1 
207726- 40- 2 
- --_. - - - -- ~ - - ---- --
1 
7 
AliI 
B ill 
Olil 
A Il2 .AliI 
B Il2 B hl 
0112 0,,1 
- --~ 
r -- .- - - _. - --
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A "I A II2 A'II A ,,2 A li i AM 
U= B"I B B2 Bill + B a2 Bil l B ill 
0 ,,1 0 112 0 111 0,,2 O {J I 0111 
_ A ,,2 A II3 Aill l 
U=- B "2 B B3 Bill I 
Oa2 0 (33 Ohl 
ote tha t fi \-e of thc determinan ts occli lTing in tlte 
expre sions for T and T OCCll l' aloin the expl'essions 
fol' Sand -
£2,,= 1 
raw"b 1 1 
V=--' -k~ 
K X 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
Thc following example refers to a modern large 
airplane. The parameter , which werc furni 'hed by 
the manufacturer, are: 
K= 0.25 
a=-O.4 
x,,= 0.2 
c= 0.6 
:rll= O 
rl/= 0.0012 
A verbal d cription of the representative parameters 
used in th example i : wing den ity, 11, about 2.5 
pound per square foot per chord length (in ft); 
tiffness-axi location, 30 percent of the chord from the 
leading edge; cen ter-of-gravity location, 40 percent of 
the chord from the leading edge; aileron length, one-
fifth of the total chord; balanced aileron (center of 
gravity of aileron at hinge axis, XII= O). (The tructural 
damping coefficients g" , gil; and gh will be kept zero, 
corre ponding to a safety factor. ) It is not nece sary 
to pecify the chord length 2b and the tor ional fre-
quency w" until the final tep . The following fre-
quency ratio , however, are pecified: 
(::Y = 1/16 
( ::Y=3/2 
That is, the torsional frequency i four time the bend-
ing frequency and the aileron frequency is 1.22 times 
the bending frequency. The con tants from which are 
composed all the determinants in the calculation 
sr.heme are tabulated a follow : 
A •• = 1. 285 
.11 .,= . 9 
.11 8'= .02374 
A 8'= . 23679 
, J83= . 40744 
Ahl=1.2 
- ( + + 0 ) =-0.1 
B • • =0. 02374 
13.,= .04009 
138' = . 007028 
/38'= .021177 
138'= .016.1\ 
B,, = .02322 
'/'''=0 006357 2,.. . 
C •• = 1. 2 
C,,2= 1 
Cp.= . 02322 
p,= .1423 
83=0 
C,,=5.0 
The equations are written explicitly for l /k = l , that 
i , 2G/k=-0.2006 , 2F= 1.078 , 2F/Jc2= 1.07 
Case 1 (fiexure- torsion) .-
Real eq uation : 
The coefficient of X2 i 
The coefficien t of X is 
i( - 1.2 5 - 0.12593 )+ 1 (-5.0 + 0.2006) = -5. 15213 
The con tants 
AI= 4.9 5 
B I=- 0.125 
0 1 = 0.7 
DI=-3.3 
Hence the con tant term i 
MIR = 4.9 5 + (-0.125) (- 0.2006) 
+ 0.7(1.07 ) = 5.76524 
The real equation is then 
iX2-5. 15213X+ 5.76524 = 0 
Imaginary equation: 
The coefficient of X is 
i (0.9 - 0.0n03 )+ 1(1.07 )= 1.2 454 
The constant term lYJ/ is 
- 3.3 + 0.7 ( - 0.2006)- (- 0.125) (1.0788)= - 3.30557 
The imaginary equation is then 
1.2 454X- 3.30557 = 0 
The roo ts of the real eq ua tion are X = 1.1 7 and 
19.421, and the root of the imaginary equation is 
X = 2.573 , or 
..jX= 1.089 , 4.407, and 1.604 
The e values of X are plotted against 11k in figure 1. 
The curve traced by plotting the root are hown in the 
figure. The intersection is at ..jX= 1.594, l /k = 2.46. 
The flu tter speed is then 
1 2.46 
v=2 X2 X 1.594bw,, = 1.542bw" 
---. - -- ---
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In the present example, the chord 2b is 12 feet and W a 
is 90 (corre ponding to a t or i.onal frequency of 59 
cyles per minute) ; bW a is then 540 feet per second or 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
.,IX 
4 
3 
o 
r--
J 
L----
r-
.!!:... 
~ 
2 
11k 
""-~ 
\ ) 
/ 
/ 
3 4 
F IGURE I.- Case I. N Wllcr ical example. 
'1'he roots · X of the real and t he imagi· 
nary equations against Jlk. 
r 
I 
6 
4 
t--.:--. l- II 
[\ ~ 
\ 1\ 
\ I 
II 
fl 
o z 3 
11k 
FIG UnE 2.- Casc 2. 1 Wllor ical 
example. T he roots .JX of t he 
real and the imaginary cql.1a-
t ions aga illSt I /k. 
about 368 miles pel' hour. H ence the flut ter speed is, 
for this case, 567 miles per hour. ~ 
Case 2 (flexure aileron).-
Real equation: 
The coefficient of X 2 is 
~XO . 0012 X 1= 0.0018 
The coefficien t of X is 
O.0018 ( - 5+ 0.2006) + 1 (- 0.007028 + 0.020470)= 
0.004 03 
, '1'be compressibili ty correction: Let the calculated Outter speed for the incom· 
pressible flui d be v, and let t he correspondi ng speed for t he compressible fluid be v, 
D enote v,/e by l vI, and o,/e b y 111" where e is t he velocit y Of SOUlld . Then (see In tro· 
d uction) 
or, on solving ror ]od e'!. , 
11[,2 __ 1_ = 111,' 
."I l - M ,' 
F or exam ple, wi th v,=567 m. p. h ., iV1 ,=567/760= 0.746, 111, =0.650, and 1", = 494 ID . p. h. 
Note t ba t tbe eX3mple given refers to sea level; at alt it ude, t he example sbould be 
based on anotber value of K and an appropri ate val ue of the velocity of sound . 
The constants 
A 2= 0.034601 
A 2= - 0.0 255 
B2= 0.00 154 
B 2= - 0.01 651 0 
C2= - 0.0249 0 
D 2 = - O.10258 
The constant term jYfll= - 0.07322. 
The real equation is then 
0.0018X2+ 0.004 03X- 0.07322 = 0 
Imaginary equation: 
The coefficient of X is 
0.0018 X 1.0788 + 1 (0.021177 + 0.00031 4) = 0.023437 
The constant term M 2[= - 0.088554 
The imaginary equation is then 
0.023437 X - 0.088554 = 0 
The roots of the real equation are X = 5. 1 2 and 
- 7.85 and the roo t of the imaginary eq uation is X = 
3.778 or (for the po itive root ) ...jX= 2.276 and 1.944. 
These values of ...j X are plotted against l lle in fig ure 2. 
The curves traced by the root are shown in the figure. 
ince no intersection exi ts, tbis case is stable. 
Case 3 (torsion- aileron).-
Real equation : 
The coefficien t of X 2 is 
1 X ~ X O.OOI2 = 000045 
32 0.25 . 
The coefficient of X is 
1 (- 0.007028 + 0.0204 70)+ 0.00045( - 1.285 - 0.12593) = 
0.01 2807 
The constants 
A 3= 0.00 468 
A 3= - 0.0211 10 
B3= O.0007 99 
B3= 0.002090 
C3= - 0.003129 
03= - 0.00424 1 
Da= - O.026964 
D3= - 0.001474 
The constant term 1\([3R = - 0.021173 
The real equ ation is then 
0.00045X2+ 0.012 07X- O.02 1173 = 0 
Imaginary equation: 
The coefficien t of X i 
(0.021177 + 0.0003184) + 0. 00045(0. 9- 0.07703) 
= 0.021 65 
The con tan t term 1\I1l = - 0.030076 
The imaginary equation is then 
0.021865X - 0.030076 = 0 
The roots of the real equ ation are X = 1.567 an 1 - 30.03 
and the root of the imaginary equ ation is X = 1.375 
or (for the po itive roots) ...jX= 1.252 and 1.173. 
These valu es for the ...j X are plot,ted against l l le in 
figure 3. The curve t raced by the roots i.s shown in the 
figure. ince no in tersection exists, th is case is also stable. 
Three degrees of freedom (flexure- torsion-aileron) ,-
Real equation: 
The coefficient of X 3 i 
1 X O.00045 XX = 0.0001l25 
i 
-~ 
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The coefficient of X2 is 
0 .00045( - 4.7994 )+0.0001125( -1.41093) 
+ X(0.013442) = 0.001042 
The coefficient of X is 
1( - 0.07322) + 0.00045(5.76524) + X( - 0.021173 ) 
=-0.07592 
The constants are 
R = - 0 .032848 
R = 0.077092 
8 = -0.004381 
8=-0.000344 
T = 0.017042 
T - 0.02 790 
U=0. 103485 
U = 0.017720 
The constant term DR= 0.094635 
The real equation is then 
0.0001125X3+ 0.00 1 042X2- 0.07 592X + 0.094635 = 0 
Imaginary equation: 
The co effici en t of X2 is 
0.00045(1.0788) + 0.0001125 (0.82297) + X(0.021495 ) 
= 0.005952 
The coefficient of X i 
1( -0.088554) + 0.00045 ( -3 .30557) + X( - 0.030076) 
= -0.097561 
The constant term DI= 0.11711 
The imaginary equation is then 
o .005952X2- 0.097 561X + 0.1171 = 0 
The po itive roots of the real equation are X= 1.270 
anel 21.0 a.nd the roots of the ima.ginary equation an' 
1.302 and 15.08, or -JX= 1.126 and 4.58, and 1.141 
and 3.8 3. These values of -JX are plotted against 
l /k in figure 4. The curves traced by the roots against 
l /lc are hown in the figure. The intersection is at 
-JX=1.06 , l /k=O. 75. H ence 
V= XX 2 X Oi.;65bwa = 0.826bwa 
For 2b = 12 feet and wa=90, the flu tter peed is 304 
miles per hour. 
These examples h ave been selected from several 
listed under the last part of the following section, to 
which the reader may refer for other examples, includ-
ing the case of an unbalanced aileron. 
THEORETICAL SURVEY OF THE EFFECT OF THE 
FL UTTER PARAMETERS 
The purpose of this section is the tudy of the effect 
on the critical speed of the various independent varia-
bles. Although the theory in it elf permit the solu tion 
of any particular case without difficulty, it is somewhat 
difficult to obtain a perspective of the effects of the 
parameters. Because of the many variables, tIllS survey 
has been limited to the magnitude and the ranges of 
most practical interest. It is realized that the effect of 
increasing or decreasing a certain parameter is depend-
ent on the values chosen for the others. As a mathe-
matical experiment, it is possible to change one variable 
and to keep all the others constant. With reference to 
practical problems, however, the change of one param-
eter is usually accompanied by unavoidable changes 
in everal of the others. This fact must be kept in 
mind when actual or proposed changes intended to 
increase the flutter peed of airplanes are considered. 
This discussion is intended to give only the salient 
facts; the charts contain the complete data. 
CASE 1 (FLEXURE-TOR SION) 
The flutter speed for case 1 i plotted in the coefficient 
form v/bwa. In the following graph , the frequency 
ratio Wh /Wa is generally u eel a abscissa and the critical 
flu tter coefficient v/bwa , as ordinate. 
The graphs under each of the follovving ections of 
case 1 are arranged in order of decrea ing values of K , 
4 
1\ 
\ 
\ 
3 
2 
jl 
\ ./ / 
"-
I 
R 
o z 3 
l/lr 
FIGURE 3.-C88e 3. Numerical ex· 
ample. 'rhe roots .,jX of the real 
and tbe imaginary equations 
agaiost 11k. 
i'--
~ 
--R 
4 ~ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
3 \ 
1 
2 
R 
/ V 
~ V 
p=-
R 
o z 3 
I l k 
FIGURE 4.-'1'bree degrees of Irce· 
dom. N umerical exam pl • . 1' be 
roots .,jX of tbe rea l and tbe 
imaginary equations against 11k. 
star ting with K= I /2 (lightest wino-s) and ending wi th 
K= 1/20 (heaviest). The range of K for pre ent-day 
airplanes is approximately K= 1/3 to K= 1/ 15. The 
graphs are further arranged in order of increasing 
values of a, sta.rting with the mallest value of a 
(sWIne s a}..-is in the most forward location) . In most 
cases, the radius of gyration is kept at a fixed value 
ra
2
= 1/4 . 
Effect of center of gravity xa.-The effect of Xa on 
flutter speed is given in graph I- A. It may be observed 
that there is usually a decrease in the critical speed as I 
the frequency ratio W h/Wa i increased from zero and 
that the curves tend to a minimum near the frequency 
ratio Wh/Wa = 1. There are ca es, however, in which 
the minimum critical speed lies at Wh/Wa=O. The 
transition takes place for a certain small value of Xa· 
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f- (a) 
(r) <=>2 0; a=-0.2; vD/bw. =2 .. 
( t ) .= Ho; a= -0.'l5; vD/bw. =5.U. 
w", / wa' 
(s) .=~~ ; a=-0.45; vD/bw. =3 .54. 
(u ) <=~~o; a= -0.45; vD/bw.=7.07. 
Graph I-A (r- u).- 'J' he e(feci of X. ; t he Outter eoellicient aga inst the frequency ratio; , .'=1/4. Case 1 (It, a ). 
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--Empirical Formula ' 
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,........ 
I 
0.6 -.5 -.4 -.3 -.2 - .1 o .1 ,Z .3 -.6 .5 -.4 -.3 ~2 -./ 
a + x" 
o ./ .2 .3 .4 
(a) <=Ho; (~ )'- O. (b ) K= ~1 0 ; (~ )'=~, . 
Graph I- B.- The eHeet of the sUJTness axis; the Outter coclli eicnt aga inst the cemer-of-gravity location; ' .' = 1/4 , Case 1 (h, a .l • 
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Tlus value is greater the larger the values of K (light I 
wings). For instance, when K= I/4, a value of X,, = 
about 0.1 (graph I- A (g)) bring the minimum near the 
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speed neal' unity frequency ratio from zero to infiuity. 
As may be observed later, s tructural damping will 
greatly alter the shape of the curve in tills range. 
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(W' )' (a) ~ =0; 0= -0.4. 
( Wh )' (b) ~ ' = 0; a = -0.3. 
(W' )' (c) -;;;;; =0; a = -0.2. 
( Wh )' (d) ~ =Ho;a=-O.4. 
---
\ 
L-= ~. 
I--
(i) 
'1 
10 cO 
11K 
( Wh )' (e) ~ '=Ho;a= -0.3. 
( Wh )' (I) ~ '=Ho;a=-0.2. 
(w. ), (g) - =~; a=-O.4. 
w" 
( Wh )' (11) ~ =}2; a=-0.3. 
'1-:::: 
(P 
o 
V-
10 cO 30 
(i) (2)' =~~; 0=-0.2. 
(j) (~ ) '=HO; •• =0.2. 
Wa In th is sect.ion of I he graph, 
lhe values ou t be cu r\"res 
refer to a, not to Iol' as in sec-
Lioos (a) to (i). 
Graph I- C (a-j).-The NIect ofx«; the flu tter coefficient against ] /K; r.'= ~' . Case ] ( II., a ) . 
on gm. For K= ] /10, x'" mu t be close Lo zero (gl'U ph 
I- A (m)) to cause transi tion. The transition is cri tical ; 
graph I- A (m ) shows that a 2.5-percent change in the 
position of the center of gravity chal1ges the flut ter 
The range o{most pl'il ctical importance is, however, 
the neighborhood of the zero frequency ratio. (For 
wing, the ratio i approximately 1/4.) In tills range, 
the parameter of greatest ignificance is really the com-
l 
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bination !+a+xa . In other word, the ilu tter speed 
is very nearly a function of the loca tion of the center of 
gravity with l'e pect to the forward quarter-chord posi-
tion and not of the di tance relative to the stiffne 
axis. Graph I- B (a) shows clead y that the value of a 
I 
.L _ . 3 
: -~ V II - --
9. =9;, =.2;....-V 
_I. 
liO'ht \\-ing (K= I /3 to 1/5). Graph l - C CeI ) gives ycry 
normal value of the parameters as u ed for most wing . 
These curves, for a given wing, may be taken to giv the 
[l'cct of altitude. Note that, for a givcn wing wi t.] I 
K= 1/5 at sea level, K becom 1/ 10 at approximately 
IjL 
.'7..19. =.2 1 - t--- -- 1/ 
L 
.9,, =.l9a 20 
..-" J 
:--~ I 
- I I t----I--r- 1 II ~-,..... .I II L 
ti=~ 9. - 9a = 'I, r--- i'-- ,-9. =09.=.2 L II ~~~f'_VJC --r-r- ___ I'--I---- r----. ---.... SA =.2 9a =0 r----. I-- V ~ ::::-- -........ 
r---.. r---.. I'--- .05 II 9. =0 9.=FIl---..~P":V / -........ r-~k: ..I 
I2r f'-., 9.=9. =0f"--. I', !j I"--
~ b, r---~ 9,=9a =0 ~ 
~ I 1\ II 
\ 
,j /I \ -1---r- - 1-1\ 
.--~ - 1\ I-(a) -\ t7 (b) - t---r- t--- tJ l-t- Ie) \ I \L 
o .2 .4 .6 .8 10 1.2 0 .8 1.0 1.20 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 
Graph I- D (a-c) .- '1' he cO'cct of structural friction; Lhe till I ter col'ili cil'nt agai nsL Lhe Il equcncy ratio; ,= );10; " = -0.2; Xa=O. 1. Case! (II, al . 
actmdly has no influence on the flutter speed . Outsidc 
of this range, that i , for larger valu e of WI./Wa, the rela-
tionship i Ie simple. Graph I -B (b) shows the 
dependency Of) the center-of-o'l'avi ty location for various 
position of thr tiffne saxis a. For a con tant Xa , 
that i , for a con tant di tance between the stiffness 
r-- r----. r,/=I t-- t----. 
--
2 
15,000 feet, with a re ulting increa e in th e flutter 
speed under normal circum tance. For the case with 
xa= 0.2 given in graph 1- (d), the increase in the 
f1uttcr coeffi cient is from 1.6 to 1.95, or about 20 p ercent. 
It i po sible that, for very light wing , the flu t ter 
speed mi.ght lecrca w.ith altitude until a certain 
r-- t--
t--- 1/4 I ......... 
..... 1"---- " 1/3 
1/5 p-b I'" 
" "- )'-.." l\ 
-........ t-;:--
---
1/4 ",< 1/3 ~ 
-
--
"- 1/5 ~ ::::::: -...... '"\ ~ 
- ::::-0 1/3 ....... ~i'\ I '\ 1 r-
1/5 1/4 ~ ~ h N["\ I / \ \ / I II. 
~ I II ~ I / ,~ II 1/ 
~~ 1/ \!'::".\ 1111/ 
.1 Ii. / 
~ V 1\ ~ 1// \V I I 
-(j (b) Jr:::; (e) Jl /, 
I LL J. 'VI.. 
o .2 4 .6 .8 !.O 1.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
wh/w,. 
(a) .= H. (b) K= Ho (c) K= ~~o. 
Graph l-E (a-c) .- '1'hc ef! ct of radius or gyraLiot.; the flu tter cocfficient against the rrequency raLio; a= -0.2, X.= 0.1. Case 1 (II, a) . 
axi and the center of gravi ty, the :flutter peed i 
inc rea ed a the stiffness axi (and center of gravity) 
i. moved forward. 
Graph 1- shows the :flutter coefficient plotted again t 
I /K. The normal range of wings i included in the 
diagram (th e heaviest wings t.o th right)_ The dia-
gram arc arranged in order of increasing values of 
CW"/Wa)2 and of a. An intol'e ting r e Li lt- j t11e existencc 
oJ a m inimum critical sp ed that fall in the rang of 
:!0772(;-~O-:j 
altitude i r each d. For high alue of l /K (h ravy 
wings), the flutter speed increas nearly as the square 
root of th e wing density, I /K. 
Effect of structural friction ga, g".- Graph I- D is 
intended to how the effect of the tructural friction on 
tb critical speed, As the coefFicicD t of friction are 
increased, there i a definite tendency for the often 
pronoun d minimum flutter peed n ear w,,/wa""-' l.O to 
disappcar nncl to produce J'cspon e CLI [' \Tes of th e type 
__ ~_ __ _----1 
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obtained for negative value of 'fa . In the range of rno t 
practical inteT t (Wh/W,,~O), tile torsional friction is 
th e rnor important. 
Effect of radius of gyration r".- Graph I- E is ar-
ranged in conventional order. Jote that the flutter 
coefficient in the low Wh /Wa rano- increa es with in-
erea e in the radiu of gyration. Thi increa e in the 
flutter coefficient docs not n eces arily corre pond to an 
increa in the flutter speed; it does if th e tor ional 
frequency Wa is k ept con tanto If th e ti ffness i 
1.6 1 
4 V VI 
XC( - .3 V V I. 
2 V V .? V 
0 1/ /' -} V 1/ V 
I. 
8 1/ ... )~v 
V ~ l:;: ~ .05 
6 V k ~ }:::::::: p-
.4 
I-(a) 
o 
.3 / I 
[(2-1· '/ Vi 
V / V 
k" L ~ 05 
1/ / I/' 
1.2 
V I/ IL.:: V 
V V k::: 1.0 
/ ...... ~ b/" 
./ v- I..----' ~ .8 
../ r;: ~ ~ 
~ .6 
.4 
Hi 
(Valu es in the preceding table are given inrclation to 
the value for K= 1/5, r,,2= 1/5, which is the case of 
lowe t wing den ity and maHe t radius of gyration .) 
The speed corre ponding to given tifl"ness drops if any 
mass is added so that ra , the density 11K, or both are 
increa ed. Hence, any mass addeelnot for the purpo e 
of increasing the stifl'nes or moving the enter of 
gravity forward is detrimentaL 
Flutter frequency,- The flutter frequency is shown in 
o-raph I - F. It i seen, for in tance, that for mall 
.J 
V 
.? 
/ .15 V 
/' V ./ .I 
V V V V 
V V ../. f;/ 
V v V l..-:; ~ 
l.--:: b::::: ~ ~ .05 
I--~ 
, 
(l;l) 
.4 / 
/ .J II 1/ 
/ V2 V ...... y 
V V .IV 
V V ./v 
/' V V 1/ V05 
V-1/ V ~v 
/' Y VJ...-:::; ~ .025 
V V ~ ~ 
V~ ~ ~ 
~ 
I 
~\ 
'i I 
o .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1. 4 1.6 1.8 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1. 2 1.4 1. 6 1.8 2.0 
w./w. 
(a) K=~S ; a= -O.4. 
(c) K=~io; a=-O.4. 
(b) K=;1>; a= - 0.2. 
(d) K=}iO; a=-0.2. 
Graph I- F (a-d) .- Fluttcr freq uency ratio as dcpcndcnt on x.againstfreQ lIeDcy ratio; T.'= H . Case 1 (h, a ) . 
kept const-ant, which mean th at Wa is decrea eel as 
l Ira, t,he flutter speed i actually decr ased, a i . hown 
in the following table. 
FL TTER PEED FOR OK 'rANT TOR IONAL 
TIFFN'ES 
/.=-0.2, xa=O.l, (wAlw.)'= O] 
'---..'---..T a' 
K '---.. 
1/5 ]/4 ] /3 
] /5 100 97.6 92. 4 
] / IO 91. 2 88.6 84.8 
1/20 4 83. 2 80.2 
values of Wh /W", the flutter frequency i around 60 
percent of the torsional frequency Wa; for high er values 
of th flexural frequ ency, the flutter frequency ap-
proache or exceed the tor iona1. Thi graph is 
primarily of intera t in connection with experimenta l 
flutter research. 
Coupling fac tor ~ .-Consider a two-climen ional case 
of flutter in which only a paTt of th e total length of the 
(infinitely long) wing i glV n the second degree of 
freedom. Thi arrangement, because of the defici ent 
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coupling, exhibit a higher critical pc (1. Call tbe 
fracti n having both dcgree of fr edom , ~. The resul1s 
are hown for everal valu es of ~ in graph I- G. 
Divergence velocity and approximate flutter for -
m ula.- It can be hown that the divergence velocity 
may be exprc sed in nondimcn ional form a 
Vn /1'c/ t 
bw" =, ---; H+ a 
Th e divergen ce veloci ty vD/bw" is given in grap hs 
I- A. Thi veloci ty is uSll UJly higher than the f1u tt('l' 
velocity. 
An empirical expre ion, which i u elul in quickly 
obtaining the order of magnitude of the flut ter speed 
for mall value of w"/w,, and whieh appears to hold very 
well for heavy wing (with K< l / lO ) i given by 
V /1' 2 1-l f""oo.J a 2 
bw =~ I -; l ~+a+:r a l' 1 _ a 
Graph I- B (a) how the curve ob tained from the 
empirical expre ion (dashed) and a curve based on the 
exact value (in full lines) . 
C A E 2 (FLEX URE-AILERON) 
The flu tter coefficient ;for ca e'.2-i vjbw". TIle fre-
quency ratio WfJ/w,. is ordinarily u ed as ab cis a. The 
graphs are again arranged in order of increasing wing 
den ity . T wo values of the location of the aileron 
hinge aAris c have been included. The first valu e, c= 
~~, or the aileron chord equal to 25 percen t of the total 
chord , is intended to represent a wing-aileron combina-
tion; the second valu e, c= O, or the aileron chord equal 
Ie 
10. 
8 
6 
xp :I/30. 
r--::. t"----4 
\ 
1/60. ) 
~ V- i.---" 
---
(a) 
0. 
1 
-
gp -g,:o. 6 
r---- :---t--- r--- '-
x/J: I/BO b,;.2 \ 4 
-
) 
Coupling factor. ~zl/2 I-::::::: 
--
I---- (e) !--xo- l/tiU I -+- '1 
to 50 percent of the total chord repre en ts a stabilizer-
elevator or a fin-rudder combination . everal values 
of XfJ and 1'fJ2 and of the damping coefficients gfJ and gil 
have been included. 
It hould be mentioned that ordinarily, as hown in 
reference 1, ca e 2 differ ba ically from case 1 by the 
6 
-t : 3/4 
5 
1/2 li~ 
4 -.1 " 
~ 
318 \ 1\ 
1 L1 \ 
l:- II ) 
::::: V Iy 
2. 
r--: ~ I:::- ./ V 
r----"", V 
--
0. .2 .4 .6 .8 /.0. /.e 1.4 /.6 /.8 
whlCL!" 
Graph I-G.-The effect of the coupling factor t ; the OULLer coefficirnt against the 
frequency rat. io; K= .00; U= -0.2; xor=O.2 . 
existence of a flutter mnge extending between a lower 
and an upper flutter speed. Thi range of flutter can 
be redu ed or eliminated by variOl! means. It is im-
pOl'tant also to notice that, beyond a eertain value of 
the frequency ratio WfJ/Wh, in fact, for a value slightly 
greater than unity, no cri tical speed exist , since th e 
critical area doe not extend much beyond till point. 
The reduction of th e center-of-gravity distance from the 
, 
-
~t---1--- x p:f/3o. 
I' 
" ,'----~ 
~ 
~. 
1 
- ::::: 1/69 L 
1/10.0.. ........ ::::::::: V 
1/120 - '::-1\ ~ 
---
r- (b)- I--I--
r p2=i/6o. 
/L/29 
'" :::t:::-+- ~ 1/IBo.· 
'1 j, 
t--- IJI (d) - I--I--f-- I 1 
0. .c .4 .6 .8 /.0 /.C 1.4 1.6 I. B 0. .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0. I.e 1. 4 /.6 I.B 2.0 
(a) EtIect of x~; .= U; rp'= J.Ho. 
(c) EtIect of g~ and g,; K= ).10; r~'= ).160; x~= Ho. 
(b) EtIect of x~; K= ).10; r~'= J.·i20. 
(d) Effect of r~'; K= ).10; x~= ;~o. 
Graph lI-A (a-d).-Flutter coefficient against frequency ratio; c=Y.i. Case 2 (fJ , II). 
___ .J 
l 
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hinge has the eHect of reducing and finally eliminating 
the critical Dutter area, Internal damping shows the 
same general effect, The fact that th aileron extends 
effectively over a shorter length is theoretically ex-
pressed by a "coupling factor" ~, which is the length 
of the aileron divided by the total length of the wing 
executing deflection . The effect of ~ is shown in some 
of the graphs. 
Effect of frequency Wp/Wh (c=%) .-Graphs II- A (a) 
and (b) show th e effect of varying Xp in redu cing the 
critical area . The effect of damping i shown in graph 
lI- A (c) and , finally, the effect of r {J2 in graph II- A Cd) . 
Effect of center of gravity xfJ (c=%) .- Graph II- B 
shows the flutter coefficient again t the center-of-
gravity di tance Xp, giving, for two values of K, the 
20 II 
18 
16 
14 
12 
I  
/I 
§ 
ff j 8 
/J /Y/ 
t-(a) 1 II (b) /1, I 
~ (::r /)1/ ~ Ii .......-: / 1\2 
6 
4 
O-'y:; :/ / ~- -2 O./t / '" /.; '0. 
~;.. / -1 \J p ~ 2 
Yz~ ~- '- ><- 1,10+- I ~ I 
be defined for each valu c of the frequency ratio. It is 
nece ary then to choo e the largest frequency ratio or 
the smallest unbalance, then to calculate the other 
,-alue, and fmally to choose the mo t practical combi-
nation, usi.ng a margin of safety. 
Effect of radius of gyration TfJ (c =~~) .-Graph II- C 
hows, for a typical wing-aileron ca e, the effect of 
changing the radiu of gyration for various value of 
the frequ ency ratio . 
Effect of fr equency WfJ/w" (c= O).- In the preceding 
o-raphs, the hinge axis -wa at c=~. Graphs II-D , 
II- E, and II- F show th e result for c= O. TllC curve 
are arranged in order and show the effect of Xli, 1/, 
gh, and gli for K= % and }{ o· One curve i al 0 included 
for K= % (graph II- D (d» . 
I 
~ 
H 
$/ 
fl 
Ii / 
(e) 1// I (d) /v 
~ /;( ·2 .f# 
0. /;<'1 / .1 O. ~ i 
-..., >-- \If _~v;V 
f2 \"-~ __ +-t---- ~+! r-~ ~ v x ~..t~+~ 
o .01 .02 .03 .04 0 .01 .02 .03 .04 0 .01 .02 .03 .04 0 .01 .02 .03 .04 
Graph II- B (a-d).-Flu iter coeffi cient agai lJ sL x~ for \'orious frequcncy raLios. Case 2 ({3, h) . 
effect of varying the frequency ratio Wli/W" at three 
value of Tp2 . Note that for large Xli (beyond normal 
range) the type of flutter reverts to that of ca e 1; that 
is, the upper flutter speed becomes infinite for a certain 
value of Xli. 
It is important to notice, by con iclering each curve 
in thi figurc, that Xli mu t be decrea ed below a certain 
value, which i rather Cl'itical, in order to avoid flutter. 
If Xli i larger than this value, the lo,,,er flutter speed 
remain at a virtually constant, small value. The 
frequency ratio exhibits a imilar efl'ect; that is , flutter 
i eliminated beyond a certain frequency ratio often 
greater than unity, wh erea for smaller ratio, the 
lower flutter speed remains at a low, nearly constant 
value. In other words, a critical frequen y ratio can 
be defined for each value of the unbalance and, in-
ver ely, a definite critica1 value of the unbalance can 
Effeet of center of gravity x fJ (c= O).- The figure 
ar given in graph II- E, an-anged as usual. 
8 I I I I 
6 _l_~l(~pwh ) ' 112~~j;, ~-:~ + I-~v =--l-+ - I ~ ' 5/4 n 9= --
-
• J-5/4 
* 
-,-I I 
o .~.~~ .~ .~.~.~.~.~ 
Tpz 
Graph II-C.-Flutter coefficien t agai nst r~' for various freqlJency ratios; c=).i; K~YlO; 
x~ = ~to. Case 2 ({3, h) . 
Effect of coupling factor (c= O) - In graph II- F the 
effect of the coupling factor ~ is hown for an extreme 
case of unbalance (Xli large). The superimposed effect 
r 
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I 
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(a) K=~; r~'=~o; xp= Ho, !ho. 
(c) K= ~~; r~'= >10; x~= >10, ~~o. 
w./w, 
(b) K=~~; rp'=Ho;xp=Ho. 
(d) K=!h; rp'= ~'". 
Graph U-D (a-d).-FllI ter coefficient against fr qu ncy ratio, showing etTeel of x~. g~, and v.; c=O. Case 2 (/3, h). 
1//11 
y/ II 
lj/1I 1\ (~r r/, \ 
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..-J- ·0 
.I .2 0 .I .20 .I 0 .I 
(a) K=~; rp'=~o . (b) K=~; rp'= ~o . (e) K= >10; TB'= !ho. 
Graph Il-E (a-d) .-FJuller coefficient against x~ for \·ariOlls frequency ratios; c=O. Case 2 (/3, h), 
-~--~---
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of damping i hovm. for the zero frequency ratio. 
otice how the coupling factor (~---70 ) gradually 
eliminates the flutter area. 
CASE 3 (TORSIO -ATLE RO ) 
Three grapb ,III- A, III- B , and IlI- C, arc pro ented. 
Th ere is a similarity to case 2. Graph III- A shows 
bow the internal damping incroa es the lowor IIuttel' 
5 ~----+-l i:iV,i-+f I L Vi I ! 5 ~ 1/3 '\ 
c--il c--c-- 1~ . _._-~ I I ' 
-~: tf1~ i 1 / ~ J./ I /' I I I I I 
4 
3 
( ~1/2 II /" ~ I I I (7 , ) 1 .............. i I \ 
I .,..---Vi \ I I I I 
r J. I v I I I 
o .2 .4 .6 .8 !O 1. 2 1.4 /. 6 /. 8 
W8/ w,. 
G.aph U-F.- EJTect of coupling faclo r ~; f1uttcr cocfflcient aga inst freQucncy ra lio; 
c= o; 1., = h; T{J'!= I t ; :rfJ= H (all extreme case of unbalanCC') . .\ Iso cfTl'Cl.. of rriclion (or 
w ~/wh=O. 
speed. Graph Ill- B l'epro cut data ta ken from all 
actual ase of a bO'ht wing with a smaller aileron. 
Note the stril(ing similarity to ca e 2. For the yaltl(' 
1'11= 0.0066 (completely unbalanced aileron ), WIl /Wa 
fill t be greater than 0.6 to a,void Dutter; for the more 
normal value 1'11= 0.002, WII /Wa neod only be f:; 0.1. 
The flutter area i eliminated by reducing :1'11 to a 
lightly smaller valu e. 
a e 3 (tor ion-aileron) is probably of Ie practical 
importance becau e the elimination of flutter for case 
2 5 I I-- ....... . -g.- g. - 0 
-...... 
------
"'---
\ 2. 0 
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/ 
!.O ./ / 
/ 
~ V .5 
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Graph IlI- A.- EJIecL of friction coefficienls g. , g~ ; Ou tler coefficient against fre-
Quency r atio; c=0.5; K=Ho; a= -O.4; r. '=)4; xp= } 0; rp'=Yi 60 . Case 3. 
2 ordinarily excludes the po ibility of flutter in case 
3; but it is not.ed that, in order to eliminate mass 
coupling in the torsion-aileron ca ,a ompl te balance 
of the ail ron in the ordinary sen e (:1'11= 0) i not quite 
ufficient. It i actually found in the ca e of a heavy 
wing and no int mal friction (with Xfl= O) that the 
Dutter peed is low, particularly near Wfl= Wa . Even 
a light amount of friction, however , is sufficient to 
cancel the cau e of thi flutter. Graph III-C (fairly 
peavy wing) how~ that, for no friction, a small over-
balance (.r.s< 0) i necessary to eliminate flutter. 
For lio'ht wing , the eO'oct is less pronoullced a nd 
xp = O is u ually ufficient. It may be observed from 
the original et of equations that true balance aga in_ t 
rotation implie l'fl2+ (c- a) XII = O. 
THREE DEGREE OFFREEDOM 
In order to familiarize the reader with the complete 
ca e of three degree of freedom and it rela tion hip to 
the three subca e , a se t of typical figures i hown. 
Thc con tant used arc the sarnc a those in the numeri-
cal example (p. ) with so me <lclclitioll. Cnse 
2.0 
/.5 
-;,' ~ /.O 
:s-
.5 
o 
l-
f-.i 
r-
:Lp =.0066 
I- : 
~b 
II 
'.002 
I::::::::: V 
r--
.25 .50 
wp/tv. 
.mph Ill-D .- Effcct of I~; Outtcr coefficient against fr equency ratio; c=0.6; , =}. ; 
0= -0.4; T.'= }!' ; T.' =0.0012. Case 3(a . II) . 
1 i shown in flo-ure 1 under t.he numerical example. 
The flu tter oefficient v/bwa = 1.542. 
Ca e 2 i hown in figure 5; eacb part of the figure 
refer to difl'erent ombination of Xp and WII / Wh' 0 
fllltter occurs for the combinations shown in figure 
5 (a) and 5 (b) becau e of the balanced aileron and 
none in fi o'm'e 5 (d) because of the large aileron fre-
quency. For the combination hown in figure 5 (c), 
there i a normal range of flutter with two flutter points 
hown. 
Ca e 3 i hown in figure 6; each part refers , re pec-
tively, to the same aileron parameters used in ca e 2. 
(No te tlta t w,,/wa i X in all case .) The com bina tions 
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Graph ilI- C.-Flutter coefficient against xp for various frequency ratios. c= 0.5 ; 
K=Ho; r. ' =)4; r~'=Yi 60; a= -0.4. Case 3. 
shown in figures 6 (a) and 6 (b) are ao-ain stable becau e 
of the aileron ma s balance. For the arrano-ement 
hown in fio-ure 6 (d), the aileron frequency i not high 
enough to prevent flutter as it did in case 2. Condi-
tions are till wor e for the combination shown in 
figure 6 (c). 
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F or the Cil- e of three deo-rees of freedom, fio-m e 7 
show the res ults arranged in the ame order as under 
ca e 2 and 3. For the condition given in figure, 
7 (a) and 7 (b), flu tter exi ted only in case 1. The 
flu tter point shown i therefore e entially case 1 
flu tter. The valu e of the flu tter coefficient, however, 
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(a) (~y = 0; x~=O . (b) ( ~ ) 2 =3/2; x#= O. 
TR A SITION TO THREE-DIME SIO AL FL TTER 
PROBLE 1S 
The previou theory relate to two-climen ional 
flu tter and, strictly, to a wing of infinite length . The 
second 1'C triction i not very t rouble ome, the aspect-
ratio, or span , efre t bcing rela,tively unimportant and 
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FJC:Ulu,; 7.-Three degrees of frceclolll. 'The roo t ~ ,,' ~\.'" of the real and t.he illlHgilHiry equations agai ll:;t 11k. Sa llie parameters as in 1l111l1cr icai example except ns iucii('ated . 
ha actually decreased from i t ca e 1 value of 1.542 to 
0.70 and O. 25, re pectively . 
l-;'or the arrangemen t sho" n in figlll'c 7 (d), fl utter 
exis t in ca e l an 1 3. H ere th ranges com pIe tely 
merge, indicating tabili ty at only very low peed. 
Flu tter exists i ll all thr e ca e for the combina ti 11 
shown in figure 7 (c) . The cn e 2 flut ter can be rec-
oo-nized, aimo t unchanged, while again the flu tter 
ran O'es of case 1 and ca e 3 have merged, as in fi o-ure 
7 (d). 
Fio-u re has been included to how that there is a 
con iderable lowering of the fl utter p ed for low valu es 
of the aileron frequency even though the aileron i 
balanced . Thi condition i probably not of primary 
concern because a small amount of i'rict;ion , par ticularly 
gat , will ro tore the flu tter p ed to its fu ll (case 1) valu e. 
It is to be noted, however, that a light overbalance 
(xp<O) may be desirable. 
by no means a great a the a pect-ratio effect a so-
cia ted with stationary Dow . It may be disregarded 
1.6 Atro. case I value /.54 I-f--
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1= 
....-
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FIG RE S.-Flutter coeffi cient agAinst frcqucncy rat io ",pi", • . T hree degrees of 
fr cdom. <=0.25; a=-O.4; x.=0.2; r.'= 1/4; <=0.6; x~=O; rp'=0.OOI2; O.=OA=O. 
and tacitly considered a n, afety factor, since an air 
peed of the order of a few percent more than that in 
two-dimensional flow is necessary to cau e fl utter . 
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Consider the case of a rectangular cantilever wing . 
Some authors h ave attempted a solu tion on the assump-
tion that the re ponse curve in torsion and deflection 
under normal condition (zero air peed ) may be used 
in the flu tter th ory. It is contended that thi a ump-
tion i false. everal rather in teresting experimental 
result will be pre ented in the next ection, which 
how directly and indirectly that the mode in flutter 
differ radically from the ordinary ones. The following 
qu e tion ari e : (1) D oe the wing flu tter in the first, 
econCl, or thi rd , etc. , bending "mod e"? (2) Are ill e e 
modes ill any way related to the ordinary types of 
,-ibration mode "? 
Consider fir t the ca e of a very high bending mode. 
I t i u eJul to CO]] ider the two-dimension al case a 
representing the "averao'e " of parameter and variables 
of the three-dimensional ca e. The variable h now 
appearing in the (two-dimensional) equation refer 
to th e "average" h which approache zero even tJJough 
th e local h in the loops i very larO"e. It is, furthermore, 
evident that the averaO'e curvatures are greater, the 
greater the mode. Bo th th ese co ndition are equiva-
lent to a huge coeffieien t of ill temal dam ping, since 
th e work lost per cycle refer to a very mall average h. 
.FIGL·RE 9.- 'chematic fi gure for bigher·order bending mode of cantilever wing 
restrained by wire~ and with deflections in phase. 
The coefficient, in fact, rapidly approaclles an infinite 
value a the number n of the mode is increa ed. It is 
probable that the secon 1 "flutter" mode involve a 
coefficient of damping 20 to 50 time larger than that 
of the fi rst. 
A study of tllC graph with specifi c refereJlce to the 
eITect of damping hows that higher flu tter modes call 
be eXl ected only under very special circumstance . 
This fact does not mean that flutter occur in the low-
est (zero air peed) ben ling mode. 
The bending frequency in flutter of a ca.ntilever beam 
is determined by a certain minimum condition. Th e 
wing will, of cour e, flutter at the lowest peed possibl e. 
It will , therefore, not a ume its 10\'1e t ( tationary) 
bcnding mode but will tend to a ume a mode of a 
higher Jt quency. Since thi high r frequency tends 
to un couple the h degree of freedom, the actual re pon e 
ordinarily happens to be a cro between the first and 
the econd mo les. Large internal friction will tend to 
push the response closer to the fir t mode. The r ult 
i a flutter spe d distinctly lower than that calculated 
on the basis of the frequen cy of the ordinary funda-
mental bending mode. The flutter peed calculated 
by u ing the lowest bendin O" frequen cy i too favorable. 
In the case of wings of small internal friction (soliel 
m etal wings), the actual flutter speed is only about 0.9, 
the speed cale'ulated on the ba i of the lowe t bending 
frequency. In the case of conventional wing , the 
error i apparently in the order of only 1 or 2 percent, a 
fortunate coinciden e because i t permits the u e of a 
small experimental-empiri al orrection. Thi poin t 
of view is in harmony with the R ayleigh principle, 
which tate that any re pon e fun ction what oever 
corresponds to a frequ ency bigher than that of the 
fundamen tal. 
To recapitul ate : The bending jTequency involved i11 
the jlutteT oj a cantileveT wing i gTeateT than that ob eTved 
at zeTO aiT speed; the mOTe SO, the loweT the internal 
damping oj the wing structure. 
This in teresting phenomenon j demonstrated by thr 
photograph of the flu tter of a uniform cantil e\~er beam 
(see fig. 1 ) pre ented in the experimental cction, 
which how that the maximum ampli tude i not at 
the tip bu t i rather clo e to the middle of the pan. 
Another very convin cing experimental proof of this 
phenomenon , given in the experimental ection of this 
paper , i that a cOllllterweigh t at the tip ection in 
front of the center of gravi ty actually loweT the 
flu tter peed of a uniform can tilever win o'. For a 
relatively small co u n terweigh t , the tip cction is beyolld 
a node in the h curve. In this same co nnection , 
another rather remarkable experiment wa made : A 
cantilever wing flutters at about 200 miles per hoUl'. 
The point where the node of th e econd bending mode 
(at zero air speed) inter eets the tor ional stillne 
axis was fixed by connecting thi point by wire to the 
tunnel walls . The wing subsequently fluttered at 
150 miles per hour. The flu tter stopped when the wire 
broke! The explanation i that the bracing wire 
"couple" a bending mode that was previously entirely 
" un coupled ." It should be noted that the freq uency 
actually involved in thi flu tter i again in exce 
of that of the econd bending mode (at zero air peed ); 
large force are therefore transmitted tllTough the wire 
upports from the wall . 
In order to illustmte more cOl lvincingly how the sup-
port wire lower the Du tter speed, reference is made to 
fi gure 9, which show a lugh-order bending mock of a 
winO". If this bending frequency i <Lbout equal to Ute 
torsional frequency, the lowe t flutter peed i obtained. 
When the suppor t wire are removed , the wing will. tend 
to vibrate about a fixed ma ~ center line, with the r suIt 
that the average h deflection becomes zero and all h 
cou plings eli appea r. The a moments and the h forces 
t.rall mitteel to the llpport arc o'oocl mea UTes of what 
may be called the effective value of a and h when the 
t'wo-dimensional theory is applied to three-dimensional 
ca e . For instance, the tran mittal of a mall h force 
to the suppor t indicates that the po i tive and the nega-
tive h values very n early cancel. The h effect, although 
locally large, m >l.y very nearly cancel itself. Thi fact 
doe not prevent the u e of a certain (sm all) average or 
efl'ective h in the calculations. With no internal fric· 
tion, the flutter peed i not changed. As was pointed 
out before, the use of the mall effective h for high er 
modes is, in renli ty, equivalent to employing a greatly 
increased coefficient of internal friction. 
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This discussion and as ociated experiments lead to the 
important conclusion: A bracing wire may lower the 
critical speed of a cantilever wing or fin . It u ually doe 
lower the critical speed when the lllternal damping in 
the tructure i low. 
For a rectangular cantilever wing, there is no difficulty 
in regard to the other parameters. With the bending 
mode considered known, the variables Cl, (3, and h were 
given simply a average values and u ed in the two-
dimensional olution. Inspection show that the flutter 
peed of a uniform cantileyer wing is essentially tIla t of 
the t" 'o-dimensional case uwoh'illg thc amc parameters 
and the proper frequency ratio. 
A cantilenr wing of normal tapered shape will next 
be con idered. It i assumed that there is a imilarity 
in construction alo11O" the span for each cros ection . 
The mass is put equal to a con tant time the square of 
the chord ; tatic moments, to the third power ; and the 
moment of ulertia, to the fourth power of the chord. 
Further, the air force is proportional to the chord and 
the actulg moments are proportional to the second 
power . 
Yarl01l " 'eigll t Jactors of tbe form (b/br )lIJ (;r)dx are 
obtained, " 'here f(x) is a weigh ted wing parameter and 
.1' i measured along the span. If the reference section 
chosen in such a location that, for a particular n=m, 
If(~)j(x)dx= l~f(x) dx 
which is ~llway ])0 ible, then 
f (~r+j(x)dx~fj(x)dx 
In other word, the proper choice of a reference section 
render the weight factor of approximately equal magni-
tudes. If the reference ection is taken too close to the 
tip of the wing, there will be a CCl"iam po i tive correc-
tion; if chosen too 010 e inboard, there will be a nega-
ti \Te correction. The correct value is thus virtually con-
fined between lefinite limits . The most representative 
ection will lie clo e to the three-quarter semi pan 
location. 
In the two-dimen ional case, the length along the span 
is considered to be equal to unity and this unity i 
treated as bemg large a far as span effect are con-
cerned. If the length is different for the two variabl s 
considered, a light modification of the theory is nece -
sary. E ach I ngth is considered to be long enough to 
permit di regard of a pect-ratio correction for the air 
forces. 
This sort of consideration is of mterest chiefly in the 
ca e of ailerons and tail urf:tces . The equation givillg 
the equilibrium of the aileron refer only to the length 
of the aileron. The ulcluded area of the h curve is 
sometimes a small fraction of the total area under the 
h curve. This fraction will be called ~. 
The solution of the deflection-aileron case i given in 
reference 1 by 
M _ /RbP+iI bP !ibh+iI bll!=O 
aa- R cp+i1cp R ch+il cil 
UlJd with the efl'ec of~: 
It is no ticed that th e factor ~< l c1escribes a ce rtain 
uncoupling of the system. Th e calculation of flu tter 
speed can be perform ed for any co upling factor ~ . 
Agaul it sho111d be r emembered that the free-vibration 
mod es are not identical with t.he flutter modes. A 
tendency exi t for ~ to approach unity since tll e 
aileron forces the motion of the wing. 
EXPERIMENT AL FLUTTER RESEAR CH 
GENERAL 
The purpose of the experimental re earch was, first, 
to ch eck the theory as regard accuracy and, econd, to 
provide a basis for an understanding of problems met 
with in airplane. 
These test , about one hundred in all, were eonducted 
in the . A. C. A. 8-foot high-speed tU11l1Cl. (See 
fig. 10. ) In order to protect the propeller , a heavy 
wire screen was inserted in th e t est section immediately 
behind the flu tter model. For convenience, models 
having a flutter speed below 300 miles per hour were 
te ted. 
The procedure follow d was to incrcase the tunnel 
speed lo\dy until flutter appeared. If th e flutter wa 
of a violent type, t lte load was imm ediately chopped to 
save the mod el. In the te ts on aileron, the lower 
branch of the flutter curve was imilarlyobtain d. The 
upper end of the range was obtain ed by the following 
method: The a11e1'on was kept in place by restraining 
wires attached to its rear end and running acro s the 
tunn el. By manual operation of the w.ires from the 
out ide, thc arrangement could be conveyed throuO"h 
the dangcrou s range ; on lackening the wires, the 
operator would receive indication of incipient flu tter 
until the speed had increased above the dangerous 
range. Wb en the upper stable region had been 
reaehed, the wire were completely r eleased and the 
conventional flutter-test procedme was r ever ed; that 
is, the tunnel peed was slowly decrea cd until the 
violent flutter appear ed. The r estraining wires were 
then immediately tightened, and the speed was noted. 
The efl'ect of the very fine 'wi re was shown to be negli-
gible in the re1ea ed condition. 
DESCRIPTIO OF WI G FLUTTER MODELS 
All wings tes ted were cantilevcr wings and are based 
on the section given in tho following tabl . 
~---~ - - - --- -----' 
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F IGURE 10.- I ns tallation 01 w ing 1 in -loot high-speed tunnel. 'l'he s top shown was used in on ly a few ini t ial tes ts. 
AIRFOIL HAPE USED IN FLUTTER TESTS 
e tation x (per- Ord ina te y (maximum 
cent cbord) thickness ~ J ) 
0 0 
I. 25 .460 
2. 5 . 600 
5 . 740 
7.5 . 820 
10 80 
15 . 9 10 
20 .960 
~O 1.000 
40 . 960 
50 . 900 
60 .780 
70 .620 
80 . 440 
90 .240 
95 . J32 
100 .020 
The frequencie of the variou wings are given in the 
main table of experimental lata (table I ). All ection 
con tant were obtained both by calculation and by di-
rect te ting. The ba ic section has its center of gravity 
at 42.5 perc nt from the leading edo-e. The tiline 
a)"'i is at 32 percent but was artificially put at 30 per-
cent in the ca e 1 test by chordwi e uts. (See figs. 
11 to 13.) 
In addition to obtaining the flu tter peed. of the plain 
wings, the efl'ect of restraining wire , of ma s balancing 
counterweights in various location, and of laro-e nacelles 
both at the wing and ome di tance away from i t were 
studied. E xperim ntal data are included in table I . 
In the aileron test, the effect of ma balancing, hinge 
location, freq nency, and friction were investigated . 
Wing I.- Wino- 1 (see fig. 10) was a rectangular can-
tilever wing model of Yz-inch duralumin plate of 12-
inch chord by Yz-in h thickness by a free length of 6 
feet 9 inche perforated with closely drilled Yz-inch 
hole and covered by a ~io o o-inch heet of duralumin 
to give a mooth surface. The con tants can be 
obtained from data in the experimental tabl . 
Wings 2, 3, and 4.- Wing 2, 3, and 4 represent a 
erie of cantilever wings of the ame root section (1-
foot chord by Yz inch thick) , the ame span (6 feet 9 
in hes), but havino- taper ratios , re pectively, of 1:1 , 
2: 1 and 4: 1. (See figs. 11, 12, and 13.) The wings are 
L 
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made of duralumin and are constructed to give simi-
larity in strength and mass distribution. Note that 
1;he detail at or near the tip is a scaled-down replica 
of the de ail at the root. The tifrne axis a is put at 
30 percent chord 01' a= - 0.4 by means of chordwise 
cuts. 
The three types of wing 2 (2A, 2B, and 20 ) were so 
designated becau e the fir tone, 2A, finally howed a 
FIG UIlE] I.- Rectangular eantile,-el wi!1g 2A. Note chordwise cuts used for purposc 
of lowering torsiona l freq ucncy and for pIHcing stifIness axis at 30 percent chord 
fr om leading cdge. 
crack and had to be rcplaccd witl] 2B, which is almo t 
identical. Wing 2B finally broke at the root, was 
repaired by shortening it, and wa 1..1 ed for some tests 
under the designation 20 . 
Wing 5.- Wing 5 was al ' 0 a solid duralumin rec-
tangular cantilever wing of I-foot chord, 4-foot length , 
and I-inch thiclmess at the maximlUll ordinate ; it was 
lI sed for aileron testing. (ee fig. 14) Three ailerons 
were tested, 14, 24 , and 34 inche long with 2, 3, and 
4 hinges, respectively. Most of the test were per-
formed on the 24-inch aileron (aileron A II). 
T e ts were made for different spring-re traints on 
the hinge, with a balance counterweight on the out-
board end (fig. 15) and with a special arrangement 
permitting the changing of the hinge axis from the 
forward edge of the aileron to about 30 percent of the 
aileron chord behind the center of gravity!. 
FIGURE 12.-Tapered cantilever wing 
3; taper ratio both in chord and 
tbickness is2:1. Dimcnsional simi-
lari ty of cross section and cuts. 
FIGURE 13.-Tapercd cau-
Lilc"cr wing 4; taper 
ratio, 4:1. 
FIGURE J4.- Cantile'"cr wing 5 uscd for aileron tesLs. 
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Wings 6 and 7.- Wings 6 and 7 are model wing of 
normal den ity built by covering a bal a tl'ucture with 
7\6-inch mahogany. Wing 6 has the arne external 
(limen ions as wing 2 (.60-. 16). Wing 7 ha a root chord 
of 1 inches, a maximum tltickne s of 1.5 inches, and a 
taper ratio of 3:2 (fiO" . 16). All tapered wing were 
tapered equally in chord and thickne . 
DISCUS IO OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
The scheme already discu sed of introducing fiu tter-
bending mode completely fit the experimental result. 
in to the theoretical picture. Figure 17 shows the 
theoretical flu tter peed for wings 2A, 2B, 3, and 4 
with the experimental point plotted. Wing 2A with 
F IGURE 15.-Wing 5 with a ileron mass balanced by Countcrwcight at outboard end. 
a flutter speed of 202 miles pel' hour obviously bends in 
a "first" flutter mode that approaches the econd bend-
ing mode in appearance and frequency (fig. 1). The 
flutter frequency calculated on the ba is of thi bending 
mode clo ely checks the measured flutt r frequency 
(fig. 19). Wing 3 check equally well; it bending 
frequencies are noted in table 1. Wing 4, the mo t 
tapered one, obviously collap ed (fig. 20) in the econd 
flutter mode. (ee fig . 17.) On this assumption, it 
experimental flutter speed al 0 fit well in figure 17. 
ince the e:ITect of the bending mode was brough t so 
strongly into th picture, an independent tudy was 
made on the r ectangular wing 2B and on the tap ere 1 
wing 3 by attaching one point of the torsional axi 
rigidly to the tunnel walls by re training wires. The 
1"e ult are hown in figur s 21 and 22. ote that the 
wire nttached to the tip had no effect on the flutter 
peed, which fact again tends to prove the contention 
that the flutter bending re pon e i do ely related to 
.FIGUIl E 16.-Rcetangular wooden wing 6 (left) ancl tapered wooden wing i (right); 
tapcr rat io, 3:2. 
the econd ordi.nary bending mode. ote al 0 that the 
observed mi.ni.mum speed correspond very nearly to 
400 --' -The~re'tic~/. 1 1 
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FIG URE 17.- 'l' lleorcticaJ flutter speed based on eJnstaots pertaining to wings 2A, 2B, 
3, and 4. K=~6o; a=-O.4; X(I=7:'i; Ta 2=0.3125; bwa=38. m iles per hour. Experi-
mental test points are also shown, and flutter modes and frequencies are indicated . 
the minimum theoretica.l speed. (See fig. 17.) Of 
practical importance is the fact that a stay neal' the 
root of a wing gave a Ilj O"her bending frequency and 
- - ------ ---'" 
-----_ .. - - ._-
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FIGURE 1 .-' ring 2A in flutter, demonstr~ting first !Iutter mode. ate tendency [or node at tip and maximum amplitude near middle. 
J 
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definitely lowered the critical speed. There e}.risted 
point , however, near the middle of both wmg for 
/.6 
t--
Flu/ter frequenc ies I I 
-Theoret/cal I I / t-- 0 Observed, wing CAl 
0 " H 3 
...--V 
1.2 
V~ I 
~ I 
.4 I I I I I I 
I I 
o .2 .4 .6 .8 10 /.2 /.4 /.6 
Wh/Wa 
FIG UIIE 19.- Tbeoretical DuiLer frequencies based on constants for wings 2, 3, and 4 
with experimentall y observed values fOf wings 2A and 3. K= ),60; a = - 0.4; x a =).', ; 
r.'=0.3125. Case l (h, a ) . 
which the tay caused the flutter speed to attain a 
large value. The explanation is that, with t.!ll~.Jl?0-t 
fixed, the average h value becomes very 
the h deilection become "ineffective." A 
high flutter peed result . 
mall and 
r elatively 
The matter of leading-edge counterweigh ts ha been 
investigated, in particular on wing 20. Fio'ure 23 
hows the effect of moving a counterweigh t along the 
span. The weight has a r ather urprising negative 
effect near the tip, indicating that, in thi cn. e, there 
must be an h node in ide t.he tip and again ub tan-
tiating the theory of the flutter mode . F ar ther in 
along the wing there was an expected increa e in the 
flu tter p ed. When all tluee weigh ts were applied 
at the ame time, the flutter speed for wing 2 wa 
increased to 295 miles per hour, which is in good 
agreement with the calcula. ted value. 
A large nacelle at an inboard position (fig . 24) in-
creased the flutter peed from 202 to 216 mile per hour 
when in the forward po ition and decrea ed it to 197 
when in the reanvarcl position. 
FIGURE 2O.- The etrect of violent DuiLer (in second mode) on wing 4. 
J 
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Large bodies dispo ed at some eli tance from the 
wing, ueh as floats, were very detrimental as regard 
the critical speed. (See fig . 25 .) 
Wing 1 howed a flutter speed that i in agreement, 
with the predicted value within about 1 percent. This 
agreement i due to the considerable internal dampino-
of thi wing. Wino- 6, a rectano-ular wing of the ame 
plan dimen ions as wings 1, 2, 3, and 4, but of low 
den ity, howed a flutter speed about 3 percent below 
tbe tbeoretical value based on the measured parameters 
and the lowe t 01' linary bending mode. This result 
indicates that, for damped, low-density tructure, the 
flutter mode approache the first bending mode some-
what more than hitherto indicated. 
Wing-aileron flutter ha been studied on wing 5. 
(Ree fig. 14 and table IA.) The theoretical re ponse is 
300 
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,I 
m m ~ ~ ~ ~ m 00 ' 
Distance of restraining wire from tip, in. Roo t ' 
FI , URE 2L-Experimentally observed flutter speed as depend ing on location of 
restraining wire along axis of wing 2B. 
hown with proper constants in figure 26 for the most 
representative aileron AIr, upon which most of the 
tests were made. A number of test points have been 
directly plotted in this figure. In order to obtain 
internal fri ction, a lead hinge wa used in some te ts. 
It is rather remarkable how well the theory is re-
affirmed by the t.est data. Apparent.ly, if all param-
eters could be satisfactorily determined, no flutter 
testing would be necessary. T ests in which the hinge 
axis (fig. 27) was changed show the beneficial effect of 
decreasing the aerodynamic moment around the hinge. 
The lower flutter speed, which is the one of practical 
importance, is con iderably increa ed a the hinge 
a;o,.i is moved backward. This inc-rea e i not only a 
center-of-gravity effect but is also cau ed by the de-
crea e in the aerodynamic moment around the hinge. 
Note that, as the center of gravity is approached, the 
flutter peed rather suddenly becomes infinite. 
AIR DAMPING OF FORCED VIBRATIONS 
Thi r eport has heretofore been concerned with 
a study of a bord er velocity separating stable and 
unstable velocity regions. Further light on the whole 
matter of flutter is given by a study of the vibration 
r e ponse of the wing ystcm to impres cd force and 
moments, that is, generalizing the point of vicw 
300 
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FIGUllE 22.-Experi mentally observed flu tter speed as depending on location of 
restraining wire along ax is of wing 3. 
from free vibrations to forced vibration. In tead 
of the homogeneous system of equa tions (A), (B), 
and (0) (see Introduction), impresscd exciting forces 
and moment introduced on the right-hand ide of 
these equations are considered. In equation (A) a 
300 
x x x 
/ --I--
/ 
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o Single weight 
x 3 weights 
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Localion of counterweight from t ip, in. 
FIGUllE 23.-Ellect of counterweigbts. Wing 20. 
t erm M "e i (wtH o)/lvIb2, ill equation (B) a term 
}.l[pei(wt+h)/lvIb2, and, in equation (0 ) a term 
Poei(wtH,l/Mb are introduced. H ere M " and M p 
are the magnitudes of the inusoidal inlpressed torques 
in the a and f3 degrees of freedom, Po is the magnitude 
of the impressed force in the h degree of freedom, w is 
the circular frequency of the forced vibrations, and Lhe 
1/;'s arc certain pha e angles. 
~- -
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FIGURE 24.-Nacelle Oll wing 2A. F IGURE 25.-Float attached to wing 3. 
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F IGUIlE 26.-TheoreLical flutter speed based on constani s p rtai ning to wiug 5 with aileron All. (c=>~; xp= O.OO76; rp'= O.OOI9; <=)105; bwh=30.5 m . p. h.) Experimental 
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CASE I ( h , a ) 
By substitution of a= a ei(wt+q>o) !!..=~ ei(wl+q>,) m 
o 'b b ' 
equations (A) and (C) and solving for (~)eiq>, and 
aoeiq>o (put M a= Po bm), there re ul t 
j
Raa+il aa mei(,pO-'''')/ 
ho i Poei,p, Rca+il ca 1 be q>,= bMKW2 ~lR+ i~ l[ 
.,p I mei(,po-,p,) !!ah +~!a~1 
iq>o- Poe' , 1 RCh+~Ichl 
aoe - bMKW2 ~IR+i~/ 
from which both the amplitudes and the phases may be 
obtained. The R 's and the l' are listed in the appen-
dix and ~lR and ~/ repre ent the real and the imaginary 
equations listed 1.mder the calculation cherne for case l. 
Con ider the equa tion for hoeiq>, and denote the 
determinant in the numerator by N h , i. e., 
N h=/Raa+iIaa mei(,po- ,p,)\ 
Rca+il ca 1 
If the excitation is only in the h degree of freedom 
m = O, i. e., there i no impressed torque about the 
elastic aJ.-1s. If a single exciter were placed, for example, 
25 percent of the chord in fron t of the ela tic axi , 
m = - O.S. 
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FIG RE 2 .-Phoiograph of model showing forced vibration r ponse in two degrees 
of freedom as depending on air speed. Noie Ouiier point. 
It is convenient to define a certain ta tic deflection 
hSl' which i the deflection due to force Po, 
Po Po 
hst= C = 1\ ,r 2 haw" 
lOa I \ ), eJuen~y ~aft~ 
\ .w/ w« =.665 
\ 
1\ 
\ 
~ 
K 670 
"-- t----
"0; 
-!.IS 
D efine a Sl as the static torsional re pon e to an impressed 
moment Pob 
Then 
Figure 2 i a photograph of a three-dimensional 
model of the respon e ratio ho/hst as a ftmction of the 
exciting frequency ratio w/wa and of the speed r atio 
v/bwa for a ca e of deHe tion-torsion for which a critical 
flutter speed exi ts. In this example, the exciting force 
has been assumed to act in the deflection degree of 
freedom alone (m = O) . At zero speed there exi t two 
resonant frequencie corre ponding to the natural 
frequencie in the eparate degree of freedom. The 
air damping due to peed is zero and the re pon e is 
infmi te at these frequencie . (With friction go. and 
gil, the responses are approximately l /go. and l /g", 
re pectively.) A the peed increase, the air damping 
increa e and the respon e dimini hes until , along one 
frequency branch (t.he W a branch ) the respon e becomes 
neglio-ibly mall . Along the other frequency branch , 
however, a minimum re ponse i reached, after which 
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F IGIJIlE 29 .- Peak:response ridges of fi gure 28. 
Then 
where 
This re ult gives the teady-state deflection re ponse 
ho in terms of the tatic (lefiection hst clu e to an impres ed 
force or moment. The results of some numerical 
calculation will shor tly be presented. 
The torsional re ponse can be imilarly calcul ated. 
Let No. represent the determinant in the numerator of 
the expres ion for aoei p. : 
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the air dn.rnping decrea es and the respOll e increa es 
(usually rapidly) until the flutter point is reached. The 
critical flutter frequency lies between the two critical 
1.4 
/2 
gh = g", =0 
1\ 
\.983 
\ 1. 0 
1\ 
\ 
'\ 
\ .976 
9h = g", =./ " '-.... 
example cited, is shown in fio-L1re 30. The value of 
6/ is then obtained for various selected points 
(I lk, wlw,,) along Ll 1R = O. The e value may be em-
I 
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FIG UHE 3J.-!'rak response ho/h" aga insl veloeilY v/tJ.,. for lhe case K= J.io; a= -0.2; x.=O.l ; 711=0; (WA/W.)'=).15. 'rhe full cur ve rrfers to friclion coeffi cienls gA=g.=O; the 
da~hed cur ve, lo gA~g.= O. 1. Case 1 (h, a ). 
frequencie that e>.::i t at zero peed. The two peak 
re pon e ridges for thi ca e are hown in figure 29. 
Those curves, it may be observed, illu trate the essential 
14 g! =qh =q\ 664 
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ployed to determine Ll. The numerator is ea ily 
evalu ated for the e arne value of 11k, wlwa . This 
proce determine the peak re pon e with ufficient 
9,,=9h =0 .0511 .101 : 
" II I' 
~ 1:0) II 19-~~t--ltt ±t:: :.. _L 
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FIGURE 32.-Peak-response r idges for lhree values of fr iction coefJlcienls g.=gA=O, 0.05, and 0. 10. (K= Ho; a= -0.2; x.=O. I ; (wAlw.)'= ).1). Case 1. 
characteristics of the three-dimen ional figUTe . The 
proce lUTe of calcula.tion i. as follow: 
The equations 6 l R = 0, 6/= 0 are solved for wlwa for 
variou fixed value of 11k, as already discussed, in 
order to locate the flutter point. This plot, for the 
accuracy for a given value of 11k and con ersion 
to peed i obtained by the relation vlbwa = (wlwa ) 
(11k). Such re ponse curves, calculated with and 
without the effect of friction, are given in figures 31 
and 32. 
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FIG URE 33.-Forccd vibration response for deflection 
degree of fr eedom (0, = 0). 
FIGU RE 34.-Peak response ho/h •• aga inst velocity ratio v/bw, for two va lues of the friction coeffi cient 
0,=0 and 9,=0.1. K= ~~o . 
One degree of freedom ( deflection) ,- Further light 
on the two-degree-of-freedom case, deflection-torsion, 
may be obtained by a discus ion of the one-degree-of-
freedom cases, deflection alone and torsion alone. 
"When h= hoe;Cwt+p,) IS ub tituted in the deflection 
equation of motion, 
7 . (R- '1- ) 2 Po '" ~oel'f', ell +,~ ell KW = lYle' 2 
On the introduction of hst= PO/Ch (static response 111 
defl ection to impressed force Po), it follow that 
ho I(Wh) 2 1 f " 
hst= -; --;;;. (Rc/ + l eh2)i= [( f "- A hF+ (q,,f h+ B ,.)2]! 
where 
gil is the friction coefficient, 
It is observed that the spccd is determined by v/bw,,= 
(W/Wh) (l /k ). 
The resonance respon e is obtained by putting 
%f"iho/hst i= O and solving for f h. Thcre r e ults 
f _(~1)2 = A,,2+B,,~ 
res- W Tes A"- g"B ,, 
or 
The maximum re pon e is then 
( ho ) (A ,,2+B ,,2)1 hst res = B ,, + ghA h 
Figures 33 and 34 pertain to this case. The results 
may be summarized as follows: The r esonant frequency 
is practically constant and is approximately W= Wh. 
The air damping at the maximum response is propor-
. 1 B 2F . tIOna to h=K k or, smce the frequency is nearly 
constant, the air damping at the m a}"wum response 
is proportional to KV . Away from the r esonant fre-
quency, however , the response quickly becomes inde-
pendent of K. 0 flutter or elf-excitation exists in 
this case. At zero air 'speed, the maximum response 
ratio i imply l /gh , 
One degree of freedom (torsion) ,- When a= aoet(w t+'f'o) 
is substitu ted into the a equation of mo tion 
i",o (R- + '1- ) ? lYl a i", aoe · aa ~ aa KW- = lY1b2 e 
On thc introduction of ast= M a/Ca (static response III 
torsion to impressed torque .L\lla) , it follows that 
la o I r a
2(wa)2 1 
ast =---; --z;- (Raa2+1a})~ 
fa 
wh ere 
fa=(:ay 
A a= l + r:{~+ a2- (~-a2y: +(~+aY:J 
B =~ '!'['!'_a_('!'+a)2G - ('!'-a2)2FJ 
a r a2 7e 2 2 lc 4 
ga i the friction coefficient. 
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FIGURE 35.-Forced vibration response for torsion degree of freedom (axis at a=O; 
./T.'= ~~o; g.=O). 
It i observed that the speed is determined by 
v/bwa= (w/wa) (l /k ) . Put %r alao/astl= O. Then 
r res=( Wa ) 2 = A a2+ Ba2 
W Tes A a-gaBa 
or 
a ,1 ) 
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FIG URE 3G.- Peak response ao/a ., against velocity raLio o/bw. for two values of the 
friction coefficient y.=O anel g. =O.l. a=O; ./r.'= H,o. 
of the torsional axis. The air damping at resonance is 
essentially propor tional to K/ Ta2 and to the wave-
length parameter l /k. For the quarter-chord po ition 
of the axis, a= - 0.5, the response ao/ast is very imilar 
to the deflection response ho/hst in the preceding ca e 
(fig. 33). For any po ition of the torsional aA'lS back 
of the qual'ter- hord point, however , a peculiar result 
.071 
991 It7 
.
345c. 
.9,77 
1-1-7605 l 
· 1 
0. 2 3 456 
Velocity rofio, v/ b w", 
7 8 /0. 
FIGUHE 37.-Peak response ao/a., against ,·elocity ratio v/bw. for two values of a (0 and - y,,) and two values of • (00 and y"oo). Case I (II, a). 
The maximum response is then 
(A ,/+Ba2) 1 
B a+gaA a 
Figure 35, 36, and 37 pertain to this case. The 
resonant frequency is strongly affected by the position 
is obtained. The ail' damping increases with increa e 
in speed and the resonant fr equency decreases; but a 
speed is ultimately reached where the re pon e increa es 
again until, at a vanishingly mall resonant frequency, 
the response i very large. In figure 35, which illus-
trates a ca e for the midchord position of the aXiS, 
1 
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FIG UnE .-Peak response holh., against ,' elocity ra tio vlbwh for a case of Oexure·a ilr ron Outter , showing 
elIeet or cbanging fr iction coefficients gh= g~=O to gh= g~= 0.2. (Otber parameters a re c=0.5; K=~io: 
F IGUnE 39.-F orced vibr a tion response of a ileron a lone 
against rrequency a nd velocity ; friction coefficient g~=O. 
T~'= Hoo; x~= Ho; (W~/Wh)'= ~) . 
a = O, the peak response occurs at v/bwa = 7 .10 . Thi 
sort of in tability has been called divero-ence. The 
divergence veloci ty can be easily calculated a follow: 
Let w/wa---:,O, l /k ---:. 00 in the expre ion for ao/ast. 
Then 
or 
CASE 2 (/3, h) 
A tudy of the response characteri tic to forced vi-
bration i also of orne interes t in the ca e of flexure-
aileron . The details are omitted here. Two figure 
are pre ented. An illustration howm o' the peak re-
ponse ratio ho/hst in this case with and without friction 
i pre en ted in figure 3. A respon e for one degree of 
fre dom of the aileron alone i hown in figure 39. 
REMARKS ON FLUTTER I N AIRPLA ES 
WI G FLUTTEU 
The wing may flutter a a whole in torsion-flexure_ 
This case i the most easily treated . Experience with 
model indicates that thi flu tter peed may be calcu-
lated on the ba is of the mea ured con tants with an 
a. curD. y of a few percent. The actual bending fre-
qu ency involved in flutter is apparently not exactly the 
lowest ordinary bending frequency but a slightly 
ID o-her valu e. 
Probably the most common type of wino- flutter is 
case 2 (flexure-aileron). This type, a well as that 
involving tor ion-flexure, is evidently symmetrical with 
respect to the fuselage. The aileron would therefore 
be in pha e ao d have a frequency con iderably in excess 
of the wing-bending frequency. This condition is 
favorable. Any slack in the aileron cable, however, 
permit a motion that may cau e a mild type of flutter , 
which hould not be permitted for too long a time. 
A non ymmetrical aileron motion would involve a 
econd bending mode (nonsymmetrical). It i prob-
fLble that, in most ca es, the node would be do e to the 
middle of the aileron and therefore poorly coupled. 
There remain to consider a complete case of flutter 
(torsion-flexure-aileron). Apparently ca es do exi t in 
which this type would appear at the lowest speed. The 
[ ect of the additional degree of freedom can probably 
be taken care of by a safety factor applied to the flutter 
peed obtained for two degree of freedom. The cal-
culation of the case of three degree of freedom is per-
fectly traightfolward although more lengthy than the 
simple case . 
TAl L FLUTTE R 
In regard to tail flutter, the si tllfLtion i more complex. 
The pos ible combination are subdivided as follows 
into three main groups, which will be separately 
analyzed: 
(1) Vertical flexure of tail a sembly. 
(2) Horizontal flexure of tail assembly . 
(3) Tor ion of tail a embly. 
Vertical fiexure.- It is po iblc, in general, to iden-
tify two responses in vertical flexure; one corre ponding 
to the fundamental bending mode of the fuselage and 
the other, to the bending mode of the horizontal-fin 
arrangement. The frequency of the :fin arrangement is 
lightly greater than the one obtained with the rear end 
\ 
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of the fuselage :£L-..,;:ed in pace. It i probable that the 
fu elage bending mode need not be considered. In any 
case, the flutter peed calculated for each of the two cases 
will not differ very much becau e the density involved 
i about in the same ratio as the squares of the fre-
qu encie involved . Only the vertical fundamental 
bending frequency of the horizontal fin will therefore be 
considered. Thi bending frequency may couple with 
fin tor ion and elevator motion. This motion is nece -
sarily symmetrical and simulates t he motion of the 
main wing ystem. Since the elevator has no particular 
re traint to this motion, i t is e,'ident that an tmbalanced 
elevator i highly unde irable. A in the ca e of the 
wing y tern, the most frequent cause of flutter i al 0 
the flexure-aileron combination. 
Horizontal fl exure .- Horizontal flexure affects the 
vertical fm or fin and may be separately considered as 
a cantilever wino- with an aileron. The rudder, which 
take the place of the aileron, has no particular re traint 
to this motion and mu t therefore be carefully mas 
balanced. 
Torsion.- T orsion i compo ed of a relatively low-
frequency type of flutter involving the fu elage and a 
higher frequency type involving the fin tips, which may 
be considered a fin flexure in opposite phase. This 
type of flutter i not common becau e the great tiffne s 
of the torque tube prevents it occurrence ({3 la,rge). 
The rudder is affected in the same manner as for 
horizontal flexure. 
In summary, it may be said that the expected cause 
of flutter are the in-phase motion of the horizontal fin 
as flexure-elevator and the motion of the vertical fin in 
f1ex-ure with rudder motion . 
With two rudder di posed at the ends of the hori-
zontal fins, care mu t be taken that the flexure fre-
quency i sufficiently high. The rna of the rudders 
at the ends of the horizontal fin a.l 0 affect the param-
eters u ed in the fin- tability alculation; that is, the 
den ity of the fins and the radiu of o-yration are in-
creased. The center-of-gravity location may al a be 
changed. 
GRO D TESTS 
DETERMINATION OF CENTER- OF-GRAVITY LOCATIO 
From the theory, it may be observed that the location 
of the torsional stiffness ax'is i of fairly econdary im-
portance. The location of the center-of-gravity axis, on 
the other hand, is of great importance. The application 
of a very low-frequency (zero) torque will rotate the 
wing around the torsional tiffne axi a; the application 
of a very high frequency (infinity) torque will cau e 
the ma s enter line to remain stationary. As the tor-
ionaI frequency for wing is several times larger than 
the lowe t bending frequency, it can be hown with all 
de ired accuracy that the axis ob erved for the tor-
ional frequency is the center-of-gravity line. 
A ume the wing to be vibrating around an axi at a 
distance d behind the tiffness axis. The moment of 
inertia reduced to the center of gravity i 
I = 1vI(ra2- xa2)b2 
Moving the a~'i to d incl'ea e the moment of inertia to 
M (r/-xa2)b2+ M ('J.·a- d)2b2= M (r ,,z+d2- 2dxa) b2 
The corresponding torsional stiffness is Oa + d20 h • 
The freq uency is con equently 
2 (Oa-+- d2(',, )b2 
w = 1vI(r ,,2+d2 - 2dx..) b2 
Th en 
2 log w= log (Oa+ d20 h)b2- 10g Mb2(1'a2+ d2- 2dxa) 
The wing will a ume the state of vibration giving the 
o-reate t frequency. By derivation, with re peet to d, 
dOh d-Xa = 0 
Oa+ d20" ra2+ d2- 2dJ'a 
or 
dO" =w2~M 
d- xa 
Then 
or, wit.h d known, 
Xa= d[l - (w,,/w)2]"'-'d for w,,/w---?O 
That i , the center-of-gravi ty axi is slightly ahead of 
the dynamic axi (assuming bo th axes to be normally 
behind the tiline axi). If the tor ional frequency is 
very large, they coincide (d =xa) ' (If the tor ional fre-
quency is very low, d= O, giving the stiffne axi '.) 
In other word, the center-of-gravity 10caLion along a 
filii hed wing can be determined by establishing the 
dynamic torsional axis. 
DIMEN 10 , AL co ID ERATIO S 
Proportionally increasing all dimension of a wing 
while retaining all detail lowers the frequencies in in-
verse proportion to the size. The reference speed wb 
therefore alway remain the arne, as do all other pa-
rameter including the wing density. The actual flutter 
peed therefore depend on the shape but not on the ize. 
I t is important to keep in min l, however, that the 
reference is to wing or tail imilar in allre pects. In 
reality, a lighter con tru ctioJ) is necessarily employed in 
larger wing size, re ulting in a weaker tructure an 1 a 
general lowering of the critical flutter peed. 
The foregoing con ideration are significant in the 
testino- of models . Thus a true model con trueted of 
the same material a the full-scale airplan e will have 
the arne flutter peed. For te tino' purpo e , it i 
very de irable to have a fairly low flutter pc d. This 
end may be achieved by employing models of pecial 
~- - -- - --- - -- ._- -- - -- - - .-
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material related to celluloid, which have a value of 
-JE/p n early five time maller than that oJ material 
normally u cd in airplane COD truction . 
Th e most de irable ondition would be to use a 
materi al with the arne density p a the airplane and 
\\' ith the moduli E and 0", ay, l /n tim e the original 
valu es. Fortun at ly, the density of the model wing 
can be very simply corrected by usinO" a ui table thi ck-
ne of the materials. Thus, if the density of the 
material u cd is thr e time lower th an that of the 
original, the thickness of the skin and all the in te rnal 
members i incJ'ea cd by a fa ctor of 3. 
rt should be further noted that the mo tel ca ll be 
cri tically checked as to accuracy of reproduction by 
direct m ea urem('nt of it mechanical properties. In 
other word , all the parameters, including the reference 
quantity wb. arc di rectly mea ure 1 on th e model it elf. 
The valu e of wb i usually close to the predicted vahl e. 
The importan t point, however, is that it i not Deces-
ary to depend on a pred icted theoretical valu e. 
Thus th e feasibility of conducting direct flu ttcr tests 
on model of actual airplanes or of it component par ts 
is in licated . Some work oJ this na ture is now being 
undertaken . The procedure may be of value in case 
that are difficult to treat theoretically and should be 
of value in accumulating 1.1 eflll expen enee on spe ial 
design . 
GE ERAL CONCL SIO S 
1. The two-dimen ional theory ha been verifi ed 
wi thin the limits of elTor in the determination of the 
primary parameters. 
2. The mo t es ential three-dimen ional effect is the 
occurrence of di tinct :Dutter bendino' modes, which 
differ from the ordinary v ibration modes in tll itt they 
tend to as ume a form which approach('. the next 
high r vibration mode and exh ibit a cOlTespondingly 
hio'h er frequ ency. Th e flutter speed is consequently 
lower than that calculated on the basi of the lowest 
vibration frequency and th e flutter frequency itself i 
high er. For ordinary damped structures, thi effect 
lowers th e flutter peed calculated on the basis of the 
lowest bending mode by only a few percent. 
3. A cantilever wing flutter at a p cd calculated 
by using the con tants for the mos t repre entative 
s ction, whi ch j located at approximately three-
quarter of the emi pan. 
4. Aspect ratio and stru ctural damping effects tend 
to increa e the flutter peed by a few percent above 
tllll,t cal uJ ated for infinite a pect ratio a.nd zero intern al 
dampin O" . 
5. Th effect of mass balancing to bring th center 
of gravity forward i es entially as predicted by th eory . 
Th e efl"ect of nacelle is of Ie er importance, but large 
weigh t located Itt some di tance away from the wing 
a,nd attltched to it show a very detrimental effect on 
th e flutter speed . 
6. Wing-aileron experim ental studies show that the 
characteristic flutter mnge predicted by the theo ry 
ex i t and i in sub tantial aO"reement with the pre-
di cted value . A decrease in the unbalance and an 
increase in the frequ ency ratio arc both benefi cial. 
There exi ts, for each value of the unbalance, a certain 
critica l frequency ratio and, inversely , for each fre-
quency ratio , a certain cri tical value of the unbalan e. 
7. The considerable difficulty involved in the deter-
mination of the primary stru ctural parameter includ-
ing the damping is recognized and will constitute one 
of the chief problem of future flutter 1'e eal·ell. 
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APPENDIX 
LIST OF NOTATION 
a, angle of attack (fig. 40). 
{3, aileron angle (fig. 40). 
71" ver tical distance (fiO'. 40). 
da .. dZa t 
a= dt' a = dtZ ' e c. 
ao, {3o, ho, \01, \02, ampli tudes and phase angles. 
b, half chord, used as reference uni t length. 
a, coordinate of aA'is of rotation (torsion al axis) 
(fig . 40). Location of stillne axi in percentage 
total chord measured from the leading edge is 
00 1+ a _2 (stiffne s a:-.-is)_ l 1 - 2- or a-- 100 . 
c, coordinate of aileron hinge axi (fig. 40). Location 
of aileron hinge axis in percentage total chord 
measured from leadin 0' edge IS 100 1 t c or 
c 
2 (aileron hinge)_ l 
100 . 
p, mass of air per unit of volume. 
]0.1, ma of wing pel' unit span length. 
K= ~d2, the ratio of the mass of a cylinder of air of a 
diameter equ al to the chord of the wing to 
the mas of the wing, both taken for equal 
length along the span; this r atio may be 
expre sed as K= 0.24 (b2IW) (p!Po) where Wis 
weight in pounds per foot span, b is in feet, 
and pI Po is ratio of air density to standard 
air. [The quantity IT = TiVi4b2 (weight per 
squ are foot pel' chord in feet) has been used 
by British write]'. Thus, K= (O.OG/ IT) (p/po) .l 
X., = ~, location of center of gravity of wing-aileron 
system measured from a (fig. 40 ); S." static 
moment of wing-aileron per unit span length 
referred to a. Location of center of gravity 
in percentage total chord measured from the 
1 .,. d . 001 + a+ x" + ea mg e ge IS 1 2 or a x., = 
2 (center of gravity) 
100 1. 
Xfl= ;;b' reduced location of center of grav~ty of aileron 
referred to c (fig. 40). Sfl , tatlc moment of 
aileron pel' unit span length r eferred to c.3 
T,, = 1 ~bz' radius of gyration of wing aileron r eferred 
-V 1 to a (fig. 40). I a, moment of inertia of 
wing aileron about the elastic axis pel' unit 
pan length. 
1'8= ~ -1A2' reduced radius of gyration of aileron referred 
to c (fig . 40). I fl , moment of inertia of 
aileron abou t c per unit pan length. 
a otc that .M refe rs to the total wing mass and not to the mass of the aileron a lone. 
40 
Ga , torsional stillnes of wing around a per unit span 
length . 
Gfl , torsional stiffnes of ail ron around c per unit 
pan length. 
Gil, stiffness of wing in ueB.ec tion pel' unit span length . 
w a=~~:, J1:a tural angular freq uency of tors ional vibra-
tIOn around a In vacuum (W., = 21r.fa, where 
fa is in cycles per second ). 
Wfl= 17' natural angul ar frequency of torsional vibra-
-V fl tions of aileron abou t c. 
W ,,= ~f.;, ~atural angular frequ ency of wing in deflec-
tIOn. 
Leading 
edge 
-I 
Quarler 
chord 
- liZ 
I 
@~~. 
Y I > 
I 
r"---- I 
Mtdchord 
Trailing 
edge O--C-l I 
a r.' I 
• "Axi5 of rololior 
. Hinge rpc . 
- ->X 
I 
fJi\1 J \\ IxI' "'" II.!:) X , - , ~ c. g~ of E:njire wing : 
c.g . of ailerof7 ----~ 
FIGUllE 40.- HalC chord b is used as the unit length. 'rhe positive directions of a, 
fl, and h nre indicated by arrows. Note that CL is measu red from midcbord and 
that Xu is measured from the clastic axis pOSitive to the righ t. Also note that r p 
is a "reduccd" parameter Rnd not the actual distance from the hinge to the c. g. of 
the nileron. 
t, time. 
v, speed of forward motion . 
v" fintter 01' cri tical speed . 
w , cireular frequency of WU1O' vibl'H tiol) 
Ic = bw, reduced frequency = nurnbel' o[ waves 111 the 
v 
wake in a dis tance equal to the semichord X 27r . 
11k, reduced wave length = length of one wave of the 
wake in terms of a di tance equal to the semi-
chord X 27r . 
F and G, functions of k in table 2. 
I 
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R B T12 2G bh = - 111-2 7r k 
I c"= I c"+g,,n,,X 
o V_1't/(wa)2 
... <la / .\.. -
K W 
() V_1(WI, )2 
~!;h.L')" -- -
f( W 
The quan titie A a1, A /H' etc. and naX, nfjX, etc. arc 
defined under the calcul ation scheme (pp. 5-7). The 
T 's arc lis ted in table 2. The defini tions of the T 's 
are given in reference 1, page 5, hould other values 
than those listed in the table be r equired. 
v/bwa , flutter-sp eed coefficient (cases 1 and 3) . 
v/bw", 
Wh/Wa, 
Wfj / w", 
wp/waJ 
flut tel'- peed coefficient (case 2) . 
frequency ratio (case 1). 
frequency ratio (case 2). 
frequency ratio (case 3) . 
b /r a 2 1/2 1· 1 . VD = Wa -V -; (1 /2)+a' C Ivergence ve OClty. 
ga, gfj, g", tructural damping coefficients; 7rg corro-
sponds approximately to t he usual logarithmic 
dccremen t . 
fd a, }.;[fj , magnit ude of sinusoidal impressed torques in 
the a and f3 degrees of frecdom. 
P o, magnitude of impresscd force in the h degree of 
freedom. 
if; , phase angl . 
ao/a s/) (3o/ f3 stJ ho/h s/) pcak response for the vanous 
degrees of freedom. 
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TABJ~E 1 
k 11k l c - G - 2Glk 2Flk' 
'" 
0.000 o .. 5000 0 0 0 
10 .100 .5006 .0124 .00248 .0100J2 
6 . 1666i .5017 .0206 .00686 . on 7 
4 .250 .5037 .0305 .01525 .06296 
3 .33333 . 5063 . 0400 .02667 . 1125 
2 . 500 .5129 .0577 .0577 .2565 
1.5 . 6666i .5210 .0736 .0948 .463 1 
1.2 3333 .5300 .0877 .1462 .7361 
1.0 1.000 . 5394 . 1003 .2006 1. 0788 
.80 1. 250 .5541 . 1165 . 2912 1. 7316 
.66 1. 51516 .5699 .1308 . 3964 2.6166 
.60 1. 66667 . 5i8 .1378 .4593 3.2156 
. 56 1. i8572 .5857 .1428 . 5100 3.7353 
.50 2.000 . 59i9 .1507 . 602 4. 7832 
.44 2. 272i3 .6130 .1592 .7236 6. 3326 
.40 2. 500 .6250 .1650 250 7.8125 
.3,. 2.94118 .6469 . 1738 1. 022 11.192 
.30 3.33333 .6650 .1793 1.195 14.7i 
.24 4. 16667 .69 Q .1862 1. 552 24.267 
.20 5. 000 . 7276 .1886 1. 886 36.380 
. 16 6.250 . i628 . 18i6 2.3'15 59. 502 
.12 8.33333 .8063 . 1801 3.002 111.99 
. 10 10.000 .8320 .1723 3.446 166. 4 
.08 12.500 .8604 .1604 4. 010 268. 9 
.06 16.66667 .8920 . 1426 4.753 495.6 
.05 20.000 .9090 .1305 5.220 727.2 
.04 25. 000 .9267 .1160 5.800 1158.3 
.025 40. 000 .9545 .0872 6. 976 3054. 4 
.01 100.000 .9824 .0482 9.640 19648 
0 ., 1.000 0 ., 
., 
I 
~ 
...., 
I 
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7''',, __ ____ ____________ _ 
T.I,,' ______ _________ _ _ 
T,I,,(= - ~,) ________ _ T,I" .. ___________ ___ __ 
T"I" .. _______________ _ 
T,, /2·"- ____ ____ ______ __ 
7',,12K _ .. _________ ____ _ 
pi" .. --- ---- _________ __ 
T,+T" AP'=;--~" -----~: -)--
Bcr'l ~-; p-TI- 2 -
t7~11 Bp,= -'hI' -- -------
'n,- '1't'l 'lo B~3-=--,,-, --~.-----
C--4 
T"" ___________________ 
T3/,,' ____ ______________ 
r,I,,( = - Cp,) ________ 1',1" ___________________ 
T 1o/7r __________________ 7'"/2,, _________________ 
'1'"/2,, _________________ 
pi" --- -- -- -- - _____ -----
T,+T" A p,=--,,-----------
I ~ T) B02= -;- P-TI--i -
4 7~1 1 Bp,=-'hI' ----------
'Ts-TtTIO B~3::S--,,-,- _______ 
~~ -o.!) 
--
0 U 
. 100 0 
. 16667 U 
.250 0 
.33333 0 
.500 0 
.66667 0 
3333 0 
I. 000 0 
1.250 0 
I. 51516 0 
I. 66667 0 
I. 7 572 0 
2. 000 0 
2. 27273 0 
2. 500 0 
2.9411 0 
3.33333 0 
4.16667 0 
5.000 0 
6. 250 0 
8.33333 0 
10.000 0 
12.500 0 
16.66667 0 
20. 000 0 
-I 
-1. 00000 
-I. 25000 
-I. 00000 
-1.12500 
0.4 
I. 00000 
1.50000 
.50000 
o 
o 
I. 50000 
1. 5OQO(1 
o 
-0.06238 
-.0]]07 
-.25231 
-.00161 
.66075 
:~r~~ 
-.08169 
.40 44 
. 10685 
.06820 
.03156 
TABLE 2 
Value of T 
-0.5 
-0. 54008 
2 
-.80450 
0.5 
-.37922 
.94233 
1. 01125 
.20675 
-.06891 
.137 3 
i342 
1355 
. U5376 
-0.04008 
-.00539 
-.19550 
.00421 
.60900 
.20675 
.01125 
-.06891 
.41350 
. 06892 
.04042 
.02384 
o 
-0.21221 
191 
-.50000 
0.6 
- . 06250 
183/ 
.5683 1 
.0683 1 
-.10610 
.31831 
.35611 
.28416 
. 05783 
-0.02322 
- .00223 
-.14238 
.004.28 
. 54982 
. 14874 
.00636 
-.05433 
. 40744 
.04008 
.02118 
.01651 
0.1 
-0.1 6539 
0.7 
-.05434 
-.43644 
-:~~~~ 
.4. 13 
.05168 
-.10452 
.34789 
.27909 
.21304 
. 052i5 
-0.01l45 
-.00071 
-.09406 
.00302 
.48050 
.09712 
.00306 
-.03864 
. 38644 
. 01984 
.00914 
.00999 
O. 
0.2 
-0.12490 
-.03429 
-.37353 
-.01672 
.74779 
.4114C> 
.03793 
- . 09980 
.37426 
.21187 
.1 5369 
.0464;1 
-0.004.20 
-.00014 
-.05204 
.00144 
.39582 
.05314 
.00 110 
- . 02292 
. 34378 
.00830 
.00277 
.00476 
'rhe expressions for the 7"s arc listed in refer ence 1, page 5. 
TABLE 3 
Values of Ran" 
R an = - An1+ R an " 
- OAf, - 0.4 -O.~ - 0.2 -0. 1 
0 0 0 0 0 
-.00061840 -.00122 -.00240 -.00352 -. 00460 
-.0017193 -.00341 -.00567 -.009 0 -.01079 
-.003 724 -.00767 -.01503 -.02209 - .02 4 
-.00 91 -.01365 -.02677 -.03935 -.05140 
- . 015566 -.0304 -.06053 -. 08907 -. 11 645 
-.027658 -.054 4. -.10779 -.1 4 -.20799 
-.043749 - .08677 - .17061 - .25153 -.32953 
-. 063468 -. 12593 -.247 6 -.36577 -.47906 
-. 10041 -. 19937 -.39291 - 063 - .76253 
-. 14966 -.29734 -.58674 - 6822 - I. 1417 
- . I 260 -.36290 -.71661 -1.06113 -I. 39647 
-. 21098 -.41943 - 266 - I. 22769 -I. 61652 
-.26779 -.53257 - 1.05309 - 1.56125 -2.05795 
-.35100 - .6983 -I. 38230 -2.05174 -2. 70670 
- .429 I - 555 -I. 69450 -2.51700 -3.32300 
-.60 14 -I. 21120 -2.40192 -3.57222 - 4. 722 
-. 79566 -I. 58.';35 -3.14680 -4. 435 -6. 19800 
- I. 271 -2.5663 -5.10072 -7.00r,02 - 10.0772 
-I. 906 -3. 80774 -7.57776 -11.3 1006 - 15.00464 
-3.0910 -6.17025 -12.29360 - 18.37005 -24.39960 
-5.74.21 -II. 46918 - 22.87832 -34.22742 - 45. 51648 
- .4837 -16.95014 -33. 83136 -50. 64366 -67.38704 
- 13.635 -27.25090 -54.42160 - I. 51210 -10 .52240 
-25.006 -49.9 777 -99.8804 - 149.67 13 -199.38072 
-36.60 -73. I 980 -146.27520 -219.25620 -292.1 32 0 
0. 3 
-0. 09064 
-.02031 
-.31192 
- .004 9 
. 70666 
. 338iO 
. 02679 
- . 09105 
. ;\9,174 
. 15555 
.10565 
.U3un 
0.9 1.0 
-0. 00076 0 
-.00001 0 -.0 1 8t~ 0 
.00032 0 
:~~~ 0 0 
.00020 0 
-.00 79 0 
. 26843 0 
.00131 0 
.00035 0 
.00127 0 
0 
() 
- . 00563 
-.01566 
-.03539 
- .06292 
-.1426 
-.25525 
- . 40460 
- 955 
-: 93860 
-I. 40740 
- I. 72263 
-I. 99515 
-2.54230 
-3.34720 
-4. 11250 
-5. 5150 
-7.68775 
- 12.52150 
- 18.66150 
-30.3 225 
-56.74550 
- 4.06150 
-130.45250 
-24 .9 25 
-364.90500 
• 
~ 
I 
I 
" 1/"~ 
0 
.100 
.16667 
.250 
. 33333 
.500 
.66667 
. 3333 
1.000 
1. 250 
I. 51516 
I. 66667 
1.7572 
2. 000 
2.27273 
2.500 
2.941J 
3.33333 
4. 16667 
5.000 
6.250 
.33333 
10.000 
~~ 
0 
.100 
.16667 
.250 
. 33333 
.500 
.66667 
.83333 
1.000 
1.250 
I. 51516 
I. 66667 
I. 7 572 
2.000 
2.27273 
2.500 
2.94118 
3.33333 
4.16667 
5.000 
6. 250 
.33333 
10.000 
\" a I """ -0.5 
0 I. 00000 
.100 I. 00000 
. JOO67 I. 00000 
.250 1. 00000 
.33333 I. 000.00 
.500 I. 00000 
.66667 1.00000 
333 I. 00000 
1.000 1.00000 
I. 250 J. 00000 
I. 51516 1. 00000 
I. 66667 1. 00000 
I. 78572 I. 00000 
2.000 I. 00000 
2.27273 1.00000 
2.500 1.00000 
2. 94JJ8 1. 00000 
3.33333 1.000W 
4. 16667 1. 00000 
5.000 1.00000 
6.250 I. 00000 
8.33333 1. 00000 
10.000 1. 00000 
12. 500 1. 00000 
16.66667 1. 00000 
20. 000 1.00000 
0 0.1 0.2 
0 0 0 
.00123 . 00100 .0007 
.00342 .00267 .00219 
.00768 .00623 .00493 
.01367 .01109 .00877 
.03085 .02505 .0197 
.05494 .04461 . 03525 
.08647 .070J .05540 
.12517 .10158 .08015 
.19729 .16000 .12621 
.29270 . 23723 .1 699 
.35614 .28854 .22733 
.41062 .33258 . 26195 
.51910 .42022 .3307 
.67692 .54753 .43071 
.82550 .6673 .52463 
1.15907 .93605 .73500 
1. 50670 1. 21566 . 95364 
2.40775 1. 93923 1. 51852 
3.53385 2. 4190 2. 22193 
5. 65191 4.00926 3.54031 
10.34067 . 28124 6.44720 
15. 14353 12.11112 9.41 9 
0 0.1 0.2 
0.3229 0.23827 0. 16930 
.32289 .23820 •. 16925 
.32273 .23808 .16916 
.32242 .237 4 .16899 
.32198 .23751 .16874 
. 32075 .236 .16806 
.31931 .2354 .16727 
.31714 .23385 .16609 
.314 3 .23212 .16484 
.31090 .22919 .16273 
.30625 .22572 .16024 
.30343 . 22362 .1 73 
.30112 . 22190 .15752 
.29688 .21 76 . 15526 
. 29J30 . 21462 . 15231 
.28657 .21112 . 14980 
.27726 .20423 . 14491 
. 26899 .19813 . 14056 
. 25166 . 18536 .13152 
.23522 .17325 .12292 
.21229 . 15642 . 11100 
. 17895 . 13197 . 09372 
. 15613 .11525 . 08194 
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TABL E 3-Cotlt ill ued 
Values of f a." 
lau=l /k I au" 
-0.45 -0.4 -O.~ 
0.90250 0.81000 0.64000 
.90256 101 '1 .6'lOal 
.90268 10:1 .640 a 
. 90291 .81080 .61187 
.90323 115'1 · 64:1~1 
.90415 .81345 .1;4741 
.90524 .8J!)iO · (j5221( 
.9069fl .811)22 · oliO€)2 
.90 7!) 2297 · lifi75 I 
.91192 : 8293H · (j80!1~ 
.91568 .8:170r; · fI!UiUl 
.91i97 .84 17;' .700(j4 
.91986 .84557 .71457 
.92334 . 852(j0 .72!l2:! 
.92794 .86202 .748rl(j 
.93 187 .8iOOO .70500 
.93964 8570 .7!m!) 
.94657 : 891) 0 .82020 
.96120 . 92949 .88075 
.97518 . 957fi3 . 94437 
.99478 .99720 J. 02400 
1. 0235 1. 05507 I. 24238 
I. 0433 I. 09484 I. 32290 
1.0688 I. 14r.13 1. 426fi7 
1.1029 1. 21474 1 .. i651fi 
1. 1246 I.T 38 1. 65.112 
TABLE 4-
Values of R ,,~" 
Rf3 = - B~l + RbP" 
0.3 0.4 0. 5 
0 0 0 
.00660 .00045 .00032 
.00168 .00124 .000 7 
.00378 .00279 .00196 
. 00673 .0049 . 00349 
. 01519 .01122 .00787 
.02706 . 01999 .01402 
.04250 .03137 .02236 
.06146 .04535 .03177 
.09670 .07130 .04990 
.14317 .10547 . 07373 
.17398 .12810 .0952 
.20040 .14750 .10302 
.25290 .18595 .12980 
.32902 .24177 .16857 
.40050 . 29407 .204 
.56040 .41094 .28 
.72637 .53204 .36968 
1. 15435 .84375 495 
1. 68628 1. 23036 .85134 
2.68138 1. 952 16 1.34764 
<1.87081 3.53670 2. 43454 
7. 10321 5.14958 3.53887 
-0.2 
0.49000 
.4004.9 
.49135 
· 49~O3 
.40535 
.50189 
.50962 
. 5212f1 
.53303 
· !i!'.i464 
. 57956 
· fj!)4liU 
.60701 
.02972 
· £15902 
· fl8500 
.7:1190 
.77920 
7206 
.90021 
I. 08~12 
1. 2()105 
1. ~84~fl 
I M16~ 
1. 75126 
I. 422 
0.6 
0 
. 00021 
.00057 
.00126 
.00225 
.00507 
.00905 
.01419 
. 02048 
.03214 
.04744 
.05755 
.06620 
. 08335 
.10813 
.13131 
. 18296 
. 23630 
. 37303 
.54187 
5572 
1: 54135 
2. 23667 
T ABLE 4-Continued 
Values of 1 M" 
h{J= l /k 1b~" 
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
0.11472 0.07306 0.04275 0.02213 
.1146 .07304 .04273 .02212 
.1 1462 .07300 .04269 .0221 1 
.11450 .07292 .0'1260 .02209 
.11433 .07280 .04243 .02205 
.11386 .07250 .04241 .02195 
.11331 .07213 .04220 .02184 
.11249 .07161 .041 3 .02168 
.11163 .07106 .04156 .02150 
. 11019 .07013 .04101 .02J21 
.10849 .06903 .04036 .020 7 
.10746 .06837 .03997 .02067 
.10662 .067 3 .03966 .02050 
.10509 .06685 .0390 .02021 
.10307 .06556 . 03832 . 01981 
.10137 .06448 .03768 .01948 
.09803 .06235 .03643 . 01 3 
.09509 .06046 .03533 .01826 
.08894 .05655 .03305 . 01708 
.08315 . 05286 .03089 .01596 
. 07510 .04775 .02791 .01442 
. 06345 .04038 .02362 .01220 
.05551 .03535 .02069 . 01070 
43 
-0.1 0 
0. 30000 0.25000 
.36070 . 2f>094 
.36192 .252 
.36432 .25578 
.36764 .2f,019 
.37(i89 .27240 
. 3 784 .28690 
.10404 . 3 10 
.42133 . 33060 
.45051 . 36~55 
.48501 .40325 
.50590 .44025 
. 52286 .46215 
.50413 .50245 
.59520 .55530 
.03000 .60000 
.69829 . 0 755 
.75900 • 76.'>00 
. 8 5~3 .92655 
1.00515 1. 07920 
1.171 6 1. 29110 
1. 4137 I. 597 5 
I. 57904 I. 80700 
I. 79101 2.07480 
2.07304 2.43050 
2.25168 2.65550 
0. 7 O. 0. 9 1.0 
0 0 0 0 
.00011 . 00005 .00001 0 
.00032 . 00014 .00004 0 
.00071 . 00032 . 0000 0 
.001J9 .00056 .00015 0 
.00290 .00126 . 00033 0 
.00515 .00225 .00059 0 
.00806 .00352 .00092 0 
.01l64 . 00510 .00133 0 
.01825 .0079 .0020 0 
.02690 .01175 .00307 0 
.03262 .01425 . 00371 0 
.03750 .01637 .00<126 0 
.04717 .02058 .00535 0 
. 06 11 3 . 02664 .0069 1 0 
.074 17 . 03230 .00838 0 
. J03 J . 044 6 .01162 0 
.13308 .05779 .01495 0 
. 20958 . 090 0 .02342 0 
.30380 .13137 .03380 0 
. 47 53 .26644 .05296 0 
.85928 . 36960 . 09447 0 
1. 24464 .53443 .13633 0 
0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
--
0.00944 0. 00283 0. 00035 0 
.00944 .0023 . 00035 0 
.00943 .00283 .00035 0 
.00942 .00282 .00035 0 
. 00940 .00282 .00035 0 
. 00937 .00280 .00035 0 
.00931 .00279 . 00034 0 
.00925 .00277 .00034 0 
.00917 .00274 .00034 0 
.00904 .00271 .0003'1 0 
.00 90 .00267 .00033 0 
.00 1 .0026<1 .00033 0 
.00 H .00262 .00033 0 
. 00861 .00257 . 00033 0 
.00845 .00252 .00032 0 
. 00831 .00249 .00031 0 
.06803 .00240 .00030 0 
.00778 .00232 .00029 0 
.00728 .00217 .00027 0 
.06681 . 00203 .00025 0 
.00615 .00183 .00023 0 
.00521 .00155 .00019 0 
. 00457 .00135 .00017 0 
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TABLE I.- EXPERIMENTAL RESULT OF FLUTTER I NVESTIGATIO N 
d d d c. g. location '8 ~ d '" d '" 0 ..!!.! 
'" 
..!!.! ci '" 
(percent .c 
'" gj i gj i chord from <> 
" ~ Q Q 1& L.E.) ,,~ 0 Q ;>. Q ;>. gj Q ", . "Z _ 
.3- ;>. .3- Q ;>. ~~ ~§ 
'" 
;>. 
.3- .3-
.3- :>. '" g ~ 
" 
.., OJ) 
.3- .8~ bn::; .~
" 
.. 
" " 
'rest conditions and wmarks 
'" 
OJ) 
:0 " :0 0 .~§ ~S " .0 OJ 
" 
.!: :0 " .~ 
00 ~ 8 
" 
-0 
" " 
0 
-0 ", 0 f. ~: 
" 
-0 8 '" " " "§ 2 "' ''' 0 " .0 <> .0 .8 -0 .2 'c 'in 
" 8 :0 '" .0 2 '" '" -0 
" ~
.0 
-0 .c -0 
'" :: ~ " OIl OIl ~ 
" 'E ~ " ;; " J; OIl '" 61 
" 
.!: 
'" 8 .~ 0 " ~ '::i .= " "0 ~ :a 0 " 0; .0 ~ ::l ~ ~ i?; ~ '" '" w i?; 
'" 
f.; r.. r.. en 0 0 ~ -< 
~ 
Q 
..ci 
:>. 
0. .3-
~ ~ 
"r: ~ <'" 
" '" '0 0-'" ~ 0 OJ 
:> 
~ ~ 
E '" ~
" 
" r.;; r.;; 
- - --------------- ---------1------------1-- 1----1-- ---
JO 
11 2A 
7. 32 1'ests on wing 1 weTe preliminary . 
A stop was used. 
Later tests employed a screen instead . Damping tesL ______________________ _ 
Ru n 20-3 repeated . _ ~ ______________ ._ 
Weight, 0.028 lb. 0 11 L. E. IS in. from 
tip. 
1.09 6. S 19.7 _____ J5. 0 ______ 41.2 41.2 30.0 0.3125 20- 2 2.283X 10- 3 
20-3 2.278 
97.1 
99.2 20-4 ______________ ______ ___ _ 
20-5 2.274 
2O-S 2.265 
9S.5 
114.4 
----------------------- 1---------_·-----1----1-- 11--
1.29 7.7 21.0 ____ __ l S. 1 ______ 41.2 j2.3 30. 0 0.3125 36. 50 
16.7 
17.0 
14.S 
Stop nsed; a ll otber tests screen used 
(tip flntter). 
M odel suppor t fractured __ _______ ___ _ 
Model repaired ______________________ _ 
Restraining wires 17 in. from tip, 
3.6 in. from L. E. 
Nacelle 6.10 lb . placed 2 ft. from top, 
2.70 in. abead of c. g. 
.[ acelle placed 2 ft. from top. 1.34 in. 
back of c. g. 
Run 20- 16 repeatcd _________ . ______ __ _ 
Counterweigbt 3.07 lb. at L. E. 13 in. 
from tip. Ron 20--20 repeated __________________ _ 
20- 10 2.256 15. 0 
20- 11 __________ _ _____ _ 
20--15 2. 154 10.2 
20-16 2.216 
20--17 2.116 9.45 
2O- IS 2.1iO 
20- 19 2. 225 
20-20 2.li3 
20-21 2. 174 
188.0 
203. 0 
202.0 
151. 0 
216.0 
197. 0 
154.0 
197.0 
202. 0 
- -------- - - -------- - - ---1- -1-------------1-----------
11 2B <: I. 31 7.7 
N 
20. _____ 17.8 _____ j2.5 _____ 30.0 35. 95 
'" 
"' 
" 
" 
., 
Ul 
Pla in ; no weight atLached ______ _____ _ 
Dis k 12.77Ib. 12·in. diam. on bottom; 
c. g. of disk on c. g. of a irfoil. 
Disk 12.45Ib.1 7-in. diam. in sam e po-
s it ion as 20-24 . 
Disk as in 20-25 placed 1 in. ahea d of 
c. g. 
Disk as in 20-25 placed 1 in . back of 
c. g. 
Run 20-23 repeated _ .. _ .. __________ _ 
Airfoil tip restra ined by wires ______ . 
Rnn 20- 25 repeated ________________ ... 
R un 20-23 repeated _________ __ _______ _ 
Same as 20-31, m ovies taken _____ ____ _ 
Pla in; restra inin g wires in. from tip _ 
Plain; restraini ng wires 60 in. from tip_ 
Restraining wires 40 in. from t ip ; 
model broke near tip. 
20-23 2.1 59 
20--24 2. 204 
20-25 2.22 
20-26 2.232 
20- 27 2.214 
~=~~ ~: ~1~ 
20--30 2. 232 
20-31 2.146 
20--32 2. 144 
20-33 2. 122 
20--34 2. 171 
20-35 2.053 
10.2 
S.35 
7.35 
7.4S 
7.25 
10. S 
13. 1 
.24 
205.9 
154.2 
121. 5 
116.2 
131. 9 
205. 0 
205. 1 
120.7 
199.3 
198.7 
20 . 0 
159. 5 
28j.7 
'" ;; 
~ 
~ 
l':! 
c 
" ~ 
--
JOO 
~ 
-0 
" '" ::; 
gj, 
C;; 
~ 
-0 
" 
'" ::; 
gj, 
~ 
}~'" 
J 
-----1 
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TABLE I.- EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF FLUTTER INVESTIGATION-Continued 
'tl 
ci • g c. g. location B ~ 
.:S c.l 0 ~ (percent .... 
CJ ~ ~ ~ g ~ cbord from -a c ~ e. 'Q ~ ~ C3 L. E.) ~~ .9 ~,e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~! ~ 
2 -a .~ .9" i I ~ .~ .~ _ ~ ~ !~ ::: ~ -g .§ ] D a> .8 - £ E "2 :~ ~ ~ 
e ~ ~ :: 'g i ~ :; 'g -3 t: ~ ~ ~ 
.§ .:: ~= .~ g f 0 .~ g ~ 2 3 :" .5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c- ~ ~ OJ 0 0 (J'1 po ~ 
'2 
<3 .ci 
» 
~ ci. 
~ ~ 00 
c: '" ~ '0 
"'" .. ", OJ 'u 8 0'''' 
~ oJ 0 ~ .!:: <3 :> c .... .... e OJ ~ .8 't:> 0 C 
" 
'" 
'" '- '" 
.c 
~ <: ~ ~ f-< 
Test cond itions and remarks 
1
- 11- 20 .9. ~--.2- 22. g == 1 .~ == 42. 5 == 30.0 ===I-M--o-d-e-12-B-re-p-a-ir-e-d-__ -_-__ -_-__ -_-_-__ -_-__ -_-__ --2-0--73- -2.-13-3-X-l~---2-ZO-.4---
0\ " 1 22 7 2 ZO.o 16 2 With 3.05-lb. coun terweight I in. from 20-7·1 ? 169 196.8 i~ l: ~ 7:g ~J lH ;;;;;; :;;;;; ;;;;;; ;;;;;; ;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;: g~r~fi~~~~~Hm: ~~~~tl~Htt ~H i:m ~iH ; 
;;",- 1. 39 7.8 22. 0 17.4 ______ ____ __ ______ ____ __ ________ ___ ___ _ ounterweight49 in. from ti pat JJ. E _ 20-78 2. 122 232.2 
<l S;; 1. 39 .0 21. 2 18.2 ______ ____ __ ______ _____ _ __ ____ __ ____ ___ ountcr weight61 in. from t ip at L. E _ 20-79 2.136 219.8 
~.g~ 1. 24 7.7 19.8 13.8 _____ _ ___ __ _ ___ ___ ______ __ ___ ___ _____ __ With weigbtssimul ta neouslyaL 13in., 20- 1 2.056 294.3 
37 in ., and 61 in . from !;ip . 
---- ~ l.65 6.8 "l6.53il.7-;;U- = 42.5 42. 0 30. 0 =-:-=-ZO- .4-S-I--p-I-ai-n-t-a-pe-r-e-d-w-in-g-_-__ --_-__ -_-_-__ -_-_-__ -_-__ -_-_.1------- -1-6-.4- -2-1-6.-0---
Run 20-22 repeated__ ___ __________ ____ 214 . 9 
Nacelle 6.10 lb.; c. g. 3.10 in. back of 109.2 
c. g. of airfoi l. 
Nacelle placed 1.10 in. back of e. g. 91. 0 
Fil(.25. 
' aeelle placed 2.80 in . ahead of c. g___ .50 90. 4 
R u o 20-68 repeated __ ________________ _ 14.0 213.3 
- ------------------------1--1-----------11--·1----1--
12 3 .~ .. 1.64 
~ 
8. 
'" E-< 
5.2 13. 1 28.4 S.9 37.8 ________ _____ __ ______ ___________ _ 
9. 1 
S.8 ___ ____ ___________ ______ __ ___ _______ __ _ 
16.88 Violen t Outler suddenly. Wing bent ______ 203.9 
out of sbape . Fig. ZO. 
13 4 8.~~ 2.07 
8f~ 
6.0 13.3 24 . 0 36. 2 ______ '11.2 41.5 _____________ _ 
12 -- i:i "1.ii5 6. S l.6.5 30. 7 29.1 == 42.5 42.0 == == - 20--. 4-S-I--R-e-s-tr-a-in-i-n-g-,-vlI-' e-S-59-in-.-r-ro-m--ti-p-a-t- I--- 1-----1--- -2-1-1-.1- --
stiffness axis. 
Same except wires 2 in . ahead ofsWf- ___ __ _ 204.4 
ness ax is. 
Same exce pt wires 4 in . back of stilI-
ness axis. 
Restraining wires 40 in. from tip at 
stiffness axis. 
Restra ining wires 17 in . from tip at 
stiffness axis . 
Restraining wires 1 in. from tip at 
s ti ffness axis. 
Restra ining ,vi res 27 in . from tip at 
stiffness axis. 
20-91 
-- - - -- - --- - - -- - - - ---- -- - C'I 
20-93 2.234 
20- 94 2.229 
20-95 2. 1S2 
20-96 2. Z02 
155.8 
152.9 
211. 4 
2OO.S 
'" 
16 -6 == 2.30 l2.8 31.2 == 19.2 == 42.5 45.2 == == -a:45 Rectangular wooden model; SI-i n. -20---2-1'2-.-268--- ,1- - - -7-3-. 8---
span. 
------------------------ - --1-----------1- - ---------
16 7 ______ 4.92 25. 0 67.2 ______ 35. S __ ____ 42.5 43.9 ____ __ __ ____ __ 6.01 Tapered wooden model; completely 20-92 2.199 ______ 205.6 
destroyed by violent flutter . 
----- ----.-~---
i 
.-J 
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,;;dS~1 A ilero n (see fi g. 14) 
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Wing Aileron 
weight weight 
(lb.) (lb .) 
TABLE IA.- WIKG-AILEROK FLUTTER TESTS 
First 
bend, 
ing 
(cy-
cles/ 
sec.) 
Ai leron 
fre-
Quency 
(cy-
cles/ 
sec.) 
r~ 2 (cf. 
nota-
tion) 
fre~t. conditions and remarks Run A ir dens· ity, p 
Lower 
critiC!l1 
velocity 
(m. p. 
h.) 
Air dens-
ity, p 
Upper 
crit ICal 
velocity 
(m. p. 
h.) 
---------------1---;----------------1---1-----1---1----,1---
AIL __ _________ ___ 44. 4 0.950 10. 68 
A V - -- - ------------ ------ -- '. 96~~ _-_--_-_-_-_-AIL __ _______ ______ ________ vv AV ________________ ________ .61S ______ _ 
AIL _______________ ________ .950 
AI L ___________ ___ ______________________ . 
All ______________ ____ __ __ _ _____ -_____ _ 
AI L ______________ _ __ __ ____ _ _________ _ 
ALL ____ _______________________________ _ 
ALL _______________________ ____ __________ _ 
AfL _________ __________________ __ _______ _ 
AIL _________________ __ __ __ ______________ _ 
A IL ______________ _ ______________________ _ 
All ___ ___________________ ____ ___________ _ 
A l L ___________ ___ .. _ .. ___ .. _. _____ .. _._. 
AII __ . ________ ____ _ -- .. _. __ _ . ____ __ _ .. ___ . 
All . ____________________________________ _ 
AIL ___________ __________ __ ______________ _ 
AIL _________ _____ _________ . _____________ _ 
Al L _________ ____________________ _ . ______ _ 
AIL ____________ ______ . ____ . ____________ _ 
AI L ______ __ ______ _ ___ . ________________ __ _ 
AL ______ __ ___________ .____ . 567 ______ _ 
AVIL ____ __ __ _____ ___ .____ .300 ______ . 
AIIL ______ ._______ ______ __ 1. 43 ______ _ 
AIlL. ______ • _____ _ _ . _________ . _______ ___ _ 
AIIL __________ ____ ______ __ . _____________ _ 
AUL _____ ____________________________ . __ _ 
AIIL ______ ___ ___ __ _ . ______ . _____________ _ 
AUL _______ _ _ ____________ . _____ ___ __ _ 
AVIIL ____ ___ ___ __ ________ 2.01 ______ _ 
A VIlL ___________________ . ______________ _ 
AVl1L ________ ____ _______ _ _______ . ______ _ 
A VIIL ___ _______ __ ______________________ _ 
AVUI. _____ ____ ___ _________________ ___ __ _ 
o 
o 
5.75 
7.91 
12.5 
. 50 
11.0 
11.0 
12.5 
13. I 
9.67 
9.1 7 
5.75 
o 
13.3 
10. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
3.00 
6.92 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
4.67 
6.00 
o 
o 
o 
o 
7.00 
0.0019 Aileron with 3 (ree binges ____ . ____ _____ __ ______ _ 
________ Aileron with springs ____ _ . ___ ________ ___________ _ 
_____ ___ Tbeoretical resul ts for aileron All shown in fig. 26 
_::: ::: -Bj';ges -iree~:: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: _::: 
------ -- -3 -free -bi-nges -;;i-th--aileror, C(;~~ ter;;eiiibi: O:557-
lb. , Fig. 15. 
____ ____ Counterweight, 0.452 Ib _________ _______________ . 
_____ ___ Oounterweigbt, 0.346Ib __ _____ ______ ___ ___ _____ _ 
_ ____ ___ Oounterweigbt, 0.39 Ib ____________ . ___________ _ 
_ ____ ___ _____ do ____ ___ ____ _______________________________ _ 
_____ ________ do ___ ______ _____________ __ _____ ____ _________ . 
______ __ 2 free binges. ___________________________________ _ 
__ ______ 3 free hinges _____ _____ __________________________ _ 
_____ _ . _ 4 free hinges ____________ _________ . _______ . ____ _ _ 
_ __ ____ 4 free binges with lead for damping ____________ _ 
_____________ do . ________________________________________ . 
__ ______ ____ _ do ________________________ _____ ___________ _ _ 
____ ____ . ____ do . __________________ ____ ___________________ _ 
___ _____ __ ___ do _____________ ___ ___________ _______________ _ 
___ _____ Hinge-pin position varied as shown in fig. 27 ___ _ 
___ __________ do ___________ ___ ___ _________________________ _ 
_ ___________ _ do __ ______________________________________ __ _ 
___ _________ _ do __________________________________________ _ 
_____ _______ _ do __ __ _________ _____ _______ ________ ____ _____ _ 
c 
20-36 2. 273X IO-3 
20-37 2. 27 
20-38 2.273 
20-39 2.271 
20-40 2.269 
20-41 2.306 
20-42 2.301 
20-43 - - ------_.--
20-44 
20-45 2.259 
20-46 2.283 
20-47 2.2 
~!g 2.245 2.242 
20-50 2.242 
20-51 2.2·10 
20-52 
20-63 
20-54 2.249 
20-55 2.243 
20-56 2.243 
~~ 2.262 2.262 
20-59 2.259 
20-60 2.250 
20-61 2.251 
20-63 2.261 
20-64 2.255 
20-65 2.259 
20-66 2.260 
20-83 2.285 
20-84 2.28 L 
20- 6 
~ 2.250 2.259 
53. 9 ------- - .-.- -- . ------
50. 7 
------------ -- . -- - - --
50.4 
----- .. - ---- ------ ---
42. 4 
-----_.----- ---- --. -. 
76j ------.-- -- . 44. 
----------- -
55. 4 
-----.----- - - -- - - -
---- -- --
2. 240XIO-' 147.0 
2.229 151. 6 
9 .4 
- - -- --~ ~ 
-
- --- -
.17.4 2.236 159. 3 
50.0 2.162 193.0 
52.6 2.165 199.9 
58.3 2. 13 225. I 
60.3 2.200 125. 7 
65. 0 2.199 149.9 
TO flutter 
o flntter 
75.2 2.243 206.1 
99.5 2.173 197.S 
99.9 2.193 167.3 
62. ~ 2.21S 147.1 
~~: ~ 2. 163 21S.7 2.221 105. 7 
60.2 2.161 205.3 
52.2 2.199 145.3 
~7:~ 2. 171 199. 5 2.1 50 223.2 
67.3 2.17 166. 
:;:U 2.210 161. 6 2.17S 230. 5 
93.6 2.14:l 266.0 
No Outter 
.51 2. 09 290. 41. 1 2.130 264.1 
1 
y 
"""'-----... ---
----- ...",.","-~/ 
8 
z 
Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis 
Designa tion Sym-bol 
Longitudinal ___ __ X 
LateraL ____ _____ y 
NormaL ___ ___ __ _ Z 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
D, 
p, 
p/D, 
V', 
V., 
L M 
0 1= qbS Om= qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
Force 
(parallel 
to axis) 
symbol 
X 
y 
Z 
Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Designation 
Rolling ____ _ 
Pitching ____ 
yawing ____ 
Linear 
Sym- Positive Designa- Sym- (compo- Angula r bol 
L 
M 
N 
direction tion bol nent along 
axis) 
Y~Z Roll ____ _ 
'" 
u p 
Z~X Pitch ____ (J v q 
X~Y yaw ____ _ 
'" 
w r 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate surface by proper subf:cript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
P, 
0., 
Power, absolute coefficient Cp = ~ TV. pn u-
S j pV6 Speed-power coefficient=-V Pn2 
Efficiency 
T, Thrust, absolute coefficient OT=pn~D4 
11, 
n, Revolutions per second, r.p.s. 
Effective helix angle=tan-{2!n) 
Q, Torque, absolute coefficient CQ= ~ n, pn if 
1 hp.=76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-lb. /sec. 
1 metric horsepower = 1.0132 hp. 
1 m.p.h.=0.4470 m.p.s. 
1 m.p.s.=2.2369 m.p.h. 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 lb.=0.4536 kg. 
1 kg=2.2046 lb. 
1 mi.=1,609.35 m=5,2S0 ft. 
1 m=3.2S0S ft. 
i 
•• # 
